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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
GUY POTTER BENTON, A. M., D. D., LL. D., President 
His Excellency 
JOHN ABNER MEAD, A. M., M. D., Governor 
ON ~'HE PAR'!' OF '! 'FIE N IVEllSl'l'Y OJ!' \'EliMOi'i'l' 
Hon. ROBERT ROBERTS, A. B., Bm·lington 
\VILLIAM SEWARD WEBB, M. D., Shelbttrne 
Hon. DARWIN PEARL KINGSLEY, LL. D., New YoTlc City 
CHARLES ALBERT CATLIN, Ph. B., PToviclence, R. I. 
Hon. FRED THOMAS KIDDER, A. B., M. D., Wooclstoclc 
Hon. ELIAS LYMAN, A. M., B1tTlington 
HENRY Wf\.YLAND HILL, A. M., LL. D., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ho1.1. EUGENE NOBLE FOSS, A. B., LL. D., Ja1na:icct Plain, Mass. 
GEORGE McCLELLAND POWERS, A. M., LL. D., Mo!Tisv'ille 
ON THE P 1Ut1' OF '!'HE VERllfONT AOJUCOLTOliAL COLLEGE 
Hon. NELSON WILBUR FISK, I sle La Motte 
REDFIELD PROCTOR, M. S., PToctor 
Hon. EBENEZER JOLLS ORMSBEE, LL. D., Bmnclon 
Hon. WM. PAUL DILLINGHAM, LL. D., Montpelier 
Hon. ZOPHAR MACK MANSUR, Newz1ort 
NEWMAN KEYES CHAl<'FEE, A. B., Rtttland 
GARDNER SMITH FASSETT, EnosbuTy 




~1911-1917 Hon. JOHN GRIFFITH McCULLOUGH, LL. D., 
B ennington J 
EDMUND CURTIS MOWER, A. M., LL. B., SecTeia1·y 
Hon. CHAS. PLYMPTON SMITH, TTeasu1-eT 
EXECUTIVE COMl\ll 'l"l 'EE 





FRED THOMAS KIDDER, 
NEWMAN KEYES CHAFFEE. 
COLLEGE Oli' MEDICINE 
FACULTY OF MEDICINE 
GUY POTTER BENTON, A. M., D. D., LL. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
President of the Unive1·sity 
HEl\:RY CRAIN TINKHAM, M. S., M. D., 
, Burlington, Vt., 
Dean of the Fact£lty; 
Professor of Clinical Surgery; 
Attending Surgeon to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Consulting Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
JAMES NATHANIEL JENNE, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Therapeutics and Clinical Medicine; 
Attending Physician to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Consulting Surgeon to the Fanny All en Hospital. 
ALBERT FREEMAN AFRICANUS KING, A. M., M. D., LL. D., 
Washington, D. C., 
Professor of Obstetrics. 
JOHN BROOKS WHEELER, A. B., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Surgery; 
Attending Surgeon to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Consulting Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
CLARENCE HENRY BEECHER, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Medicine; 
Consulting Physician to the Mary F letcher Hospital; 
Consulting Physician to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
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BINGHAM HIRAM STONE, M. S., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology; 
Pathologist to the Vermont State Board qf Health; 
Director of the Vermont State Laboratory of Hygiene; 
Pathologist to t he Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Pathologist to the Fanny Allen Hospital; 
Pathologist to the Champlain Valley Hospital, Plattsburg, N. Y. 
CHARLES SOLOMON CAVERLY, A. B., M. D., 
Rutland, Vt., 
Professor of Hygiene and Preventive Med icine; 
President Vermont State Board of Health ; 
Attending Physician Rulland Cily Hospilal ; 
Consulting Physician Proctor Hospital. 
F'RED KINNEY JACKSON, A. B., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Physiology. 
DAVID MARVIN, M. D., 
Essex Junction, Vt., 
Professo1' of Pharmacology and Materia Medica. 
'l'HOMAS STEPHEN BROWN, M. D .. 
Burlington, Vt., 
Sec1·eta1·y at the FacZLUy ,· 
Professor of Anatomy. 
Emeritus Professors 
JOEL WILLISTON WRIGHT, A. M., M. D., 
New York City, 
Emeritus Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgery. 
RUDOLPH AUGUST WITTHAUS, A. M., M. D., 
New York City, 
Emeritus Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, 
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Professors of Special Subjects 
MARSHALL COLEMAN TWITCHELL, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Prol'essor of Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat; 
Ophthalmologist to the Mary Fletcher Hospital. 
.J. E. CUSHMAN, Esq., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence. 
GODFREY R. PISEK, B. S., M. D., 
New York City, 
Professor of Pediatrics. 
Ji'REDERlCK WILLIAM SEARS, A. M., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Diseases of t he Nervous System. 
WATSON LOVELL WASSON, M. D., 
Waterbury, Vt. 
Professor of Mental Diseases. 
CHAS. A. PETERS, M. D., 
Montreal, P. Q., 
Prol:essor of Dermatology. 
F. H. ALBEE, A. B., M. D., 
New York City, 
Professor of Orthopedic Surgery. 
PATRICK EUGENE McSWEENEY, M. D., 
Bu rlingtou, Vt., 
Professor of Gynecology; 
Attending Surgeon to the Mary F letcher Hospital; 
Attending Snrgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
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MAJOR J. S. WILSON, M. D., U. S. A., 
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., 
Professor of Tropical Diseases. 
WILLIAM WARREN TOWNSEND, M. D., 
Rutland, Vt., 
Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases. 
JOSIAH WILLIAM VO'fEY, C. E., Sc. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Professor of Sanitary Engineering. 
Assistant Professors 
PATRICK EUGENE McSWEENEY, M.D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics; 
Attending Surgeon to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Attending Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hos pital. 
LYWI:AN ALLEN, A. B., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Assistant Professor of Surgery; 
Attending Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
FREDERICK ELLSWORTH CLARK, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Assistant Professor of Pathology. 
CHARLES FRANCIS DALTON, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry and Toxicology; 
Medico-Legal Chemist Vermont State· Laboratory o( Hygi ne. 
ERNES'l' HIRAM BUTTLES, A. B., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Clinical Pathology. 
• 
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Instructors 
LYMAN ALLEN, A. B., M.D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
' Instructor in Surgery; 
Instructor in Clinical Surgery; 
Attending Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
CLIFFORD ATHERTON PEASE, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Clinical Surgery; 
Attend ing Physician to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Attending Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
l<"REDERICK ELLSWORTH CLARK, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Pathology. 
PATRICK EUGENE McSWEENEY, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Demonstrative Obstetrics; 
Attending Surgeon to the Mary Fletcher Hospital; 
Attending Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
HARRIS RALPH WATKINS, B. L ., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Clinical Medicine; 
Attending Physician to the Mary Fletcher Hospital. 
ARTHUR D. BUSH, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Inst ru ctor in Physiology; 
Instructor in Pharmacology and Materia Medica. 
JOSEPH ANTOINE ARCHAMBAULT, M. D., 
Essex Junction, Vt., 
Instructor in Chemistry; 
Instructor in Medicine. 
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JOI-IN HAZEN DODDS, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Anesthetization. 
WALTER JAMES DODD, M. D., 
Boston, Mass., 
Instructor in Radiography. 
GEORGE MILLAR SABIN, B. S., lVI. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Gynecology; 
Instructor in Clinical Surgery; 
Attending Physician to t he Mary Fletcher Hospital ;-
Consulting Surgeon to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
DANIEL AUGUSTUS SHEA, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Medicine and Physical Diagnosis; 
Attending Physician to the Fanny Allen Hospital. 
CHARLES KIMBALL JOHNSON, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Pediatrics; 
Instructor in Clinical Medicine; 
Attending Physician Home for Destitute Childreu. 
JOHN H. WOODRUFF, M. D., 
Barre, Vt., 
Instructor in Surgery. 
JOHN ALEXANDER HUNTER, M. D., 
Essex Junction, Vt., 
Instructor in Anatomy, Embryology and Histology. 
MATTHEW WILLIAM HUNTER, M.D., 
Essex Junction, Vt., 
Instructor in Medicine and Physical Diagnosis. 
• 
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OLIVER NEWELL EASTMAN, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instructor in Obstetrics. 
MORGAN BREWS'rER HODSKINS, M. D., 
Palmer, Mass., 
Instructor in Neuro-pathology. 
WILLIAM STICKNEY, B. L., M. D., 
Rutland, Vt., 
Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery; 
Surgeon to the Rutland City Hospital; 
Sui·geon to the Proctor Hospital. 
SIDNEY L. MORRISON, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Instru cto r in Clinical Snrgery. 
Laboratory Instructors 
FREDERICK E . CLARK, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Laboratory Instructor in Pathology. 
CHARLES F. DALTON, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Laboratory Instructor in Physiological Chemistry . 
. JOHN ALEXANDER · HUNTER, M. D., 
Essex Junction, Vt., 
Laboratory Instructor in Histology ancl Embryology ; 
L9-boratory Instructor in Anatomy. 
ERNEST HIRAM BUTTLES, A. B., M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Labontton• Im'l trnctor in Bnrteriology anrl Clinical Pathology. 
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BARNET JOSEPH, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt., 
Laboratory Instru ctor in Anatomy and Pathology. 
Assistants in Clinical Medicine 
AYMER S.C. HILL, M.D., 
Winooski, Vt. 
JOHN HAZEN DODDS, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt. 
GEORGE EUGENE LATOUR, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt. 
CHARLES NORMAN PERKINS, M. D., 
Burl ington, Vt. 
BIRD J . A. BOMBARD, M. D., 
Burlington, Vt. 
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Graduates, Session 1911 =12 
Ransom Willis Adams .. . .. . .. ... ... .. . ... . . ........... Richford, Vt. 
Truman J ames Allen .. . ...................... . .. South Royalton, Vt. 
Edward William Blakely, ............ . ........... ... Hartford, 'Conn. 
Frederic Roy Branscombe ....................... Evarts, Alberta, Can. 
Albion Arthur Cross ............................ . ... Manchester, Vt. 
Leslie Howard Evans ............. . .................. Burlington, Vt. 
George Austin Ferguson ................ . .... . .... Lyndon Center, Vt. 
Andrew Barron Fitzgerald . . .. ......... . ..... . ..... . . Bennington, Vt. 
Harry Leslie Frost .. ... ...... .. ........ . ........ .... Brattleboro, Vt. 
Ermin Morton Gardinier .......... . ... ... ... ... ... Amsterdam, N. Y. 
Horace Louis Gauvreau . ... .... . .. .... ... ....... . . . ... Winooski, Vt. 
Henry Clifford Gerrard ........ ....... .. ..... ... .. . Springfield, Mass. 
·werner Hiltpold ...... .......................... Easthampton, Mass. 
E.lmo J erome H udson . ................ . ........ . East Charleston, Vt. 
\Vill iarn Millett Huntin gton .. . ... ." . . .. ....... .. .. . . ... Rochester, Vt. 
George Elbert King . ...... . ..... . ..... ... .. .. .. ... Isle La Motte, Vt. 
Albert Clark Kinney ......... . . . . . . ...... . .. . ....... Greensboro, Vt. 
Miguel A. Lemus, Ph. B .. ... ... .. . .... .. ..... Bogota, Colombia, S. A. 
Herbert Llewellyn Mains ... . . .... ...... ...... ... . . .. Danvers, Mass. 
John Francis McDonald .... .... ...... ..... ........... .. .. Lynn, Mass. 
John Francis McNeill . . . . . ...... . ... .. ...... .. Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Ar thur Harold Mountford ... . .......... . .. ........ . .... Salem, Mass. 
'Chauncey Munsell ....... .. . .. . . .............. . ... West Hartford, Vt. 
Charles Vincen t Niemeyer .... ... . .... . .. . ... . . West New York, N. J. 
Patrick Joseph O'Dea . ..... . . . . . ... ...... . ...... .... Fitchburg, Mass. 
Harry Lester P arizo .. . . ..... .. .. .. ....... . .... .. ... .. Winooski, Vt. 
George Albert Parlrer ... .. . .. ......... .. ...... . ........ . Bangor, Me. 
Claus Alfred Peterson . ...... .. . . .. .... . .... .. .... . Manchester, N. H. 
Bradford Cleaver Powers ................... . .. . .... .. Montreal, Can. 
Michael Davitt Riordan ..... .. . . ... ... .. . ............ Norwich, Conn. 
William Henry Shanahan ....... .. .. . .. . .... . .. . Somersworth, N. H. 
J oseph Maroon Shaw ......... ....... . .. ... .... .. .... Woodstock, Vt. 
Edward Joseph S'laviu ........... ... .. .. . . .. .. ... . . Waterbury, Conn. 
F oster Charles Small .... .. .......... ... ... ... . . . . . ... Searsport, Me. 
Enrico 'Cel e~?te S'oldini . ................ ... .... . . .. .... . .. . Barre, Vt. 
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Ferd DeForest Streeter .... .......... ........ Manchester Center, Vt. 
Warren. Avery •.ranner .......... . ........... .... .... Brooklyn, Conn. 
Douglas Armour 'l'hom . .. . ....... . ...... ...... . ....... Camden, Me. 
Kenneth Blake Tracy ....... .. .... ... ... . ... Lakeville, Car Co., N. B. 
Hugh Henry Tyndall . . . . ....... . . . ............. .... . Hyde Park, Vt. 
George Bissell Verbeck ...... .... ................. Ballston Spa, N. Y. 
Artb ur Bradley Warren .. . ......... . .. ... ....... .. ... Post Mills, Vt. 
William Godfrey Watt ... ..... . .... ... .. . . ... ..... ... Vergennes, Vt. 
Arthur Romanzo Weed . . ....................... . .... Hartfor·d, Conn . 
.Tohn Charles Williams . ......... . ............ ...... Amesbury, Mass. 
Winfred Harmon Wright ............ . ..... . ...... . .. . . Franltlin, Vt. 
H OllOl' iUen 
Truman James Allen 
George Austin Ferguson 
Werner Hiltpold 
Foster Char les Small 
Enrico Celeste Soldini 
::lfedical Fncnlty Prizes for 81>ecial i)fel'it. ln i)fftlicl nr 
Fi1·st P1'ize-Truman James Allen 
Secane/ Prize-George Austin Ferguson 
Wootlhury Prize for· Gr·eotest Proficiency in C' linirol Wor·k 
George Austin Ferguson 
i)fEDICAL STUDENTS 
Fourth Year 
Ransom Willis Adams . .... ... ........ .. ... .... ..... .. . Ri chford, Vt. 
Truman J ames Allen . ... .............. .. .. ... ... South Royal ton, Vt. 
Edward Willi am Blakely ... ..... ......... . ..... . . . .. Hartford, Conn. 
Frederic Roy Branscombe .... · .. ....... . . ... .... Evarts, Alberta, Can. 
Albion Arthur Cross .. .. ............. . .. .. .... ..... Manchester, Vt. 
Leslie Howard Evans ... .... . .................. . .. . .. Burlington, Vt. 
George Austin Ferguson . ............. . ....... . .. Lyndon ·center, Vt. 
Anrlrew Barron Fitzgerald ........ . ... . ........ . . ... Bennington, Vt. 
Hany Les li e Frost .. .. .... . . . ................ .. .. Brattleboro, Vt. 
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Ermin Morton Gardinier ..... . ............. . ..... . Amsterdam, N. Y. 
Horace Louis Gauvreau ............................... Winooski, Vt. 
Henry Clifford Gerrard ....... . ................... Springfield, Mass. 
Werner Hiltpold .............. . .... . ..... .. ..... Easthampton, Mass. 
Elmo Jerome Hudson ......................... . East Charleston, Vt. 
William Millett Huntington .................... . ...... Rochester, Vt. 
George Elbert King . ......................... . ... .. Isle La Motte, Vt. 
Albert Clarlc Kinney ......... . ...... . ......... ... ... Greensboro, Vt. 
Miguel A. Lemus, Ph. B ...................... Bogota, Columbia, S. A. 
Herbert Llewell yn .Mains ....... . ............ . . . ..... Danvers, Mass. 
John Francis McDonald ....... .... ............. .. .. . .... Lynn, Mass. 
John Francis McNeill . . .. . .................... . Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Arthur Harold Mountford ..... . ... . .. .. .. . . . . . ....... .. Salem, Mass. 
Chauncey Munsell . . . ........ ..... .. .. . . . ........ West Hartford, Vt. 
Charles Vincent Niemeyer . ........ ...... . ... . West New Yorl,, N. J. 
Patrick Joseph O'Dea ... . ................ . ..... .... Fitchburg, Mass. 
Harry Lester Parizo ....... . . . ............ . ............ Winooski, Vt. 
George Albert Parker ............. . .................... Bangor, Me. 
Claus ~fred Peterson ............. .. ....... . ...... Manchester, N. H . 
Bradford Cleaver Powers ....... . ............... . ..... Montreal, ·can. 
Michael Davitt Riordan . .. ........ . . .. .... . .... . .. . . Norwich, Conn. 
William Henry Shanahan ............. . . . . . ..... Somersworth, N. H. 
Joseph Maroon Shaw ...... .. ........... . ........... . Woodstock, Vt. 
Edward Joseph Slavin ............................. Waterbury, Conn. 
Foster Charles Small ........................ . ... . . .. . Searsport, Me. 
En rico Celeste Soldini . . .............................. . .... Barre, Vt. 
Ferd DeForest Streeter ... . ..... . . .. ...... . ... Manchester Center, Vt. 
Warren Avery Tanner ..... . .... .. ............. .. .. Brooklyn, Conn. 
Douglas Armour Thorn .. . ................... .. .. ... .... Camden, Me. 
Kenneth Blake Tracy ......... . ..... . .. . ... Lakeville, Car Co., N. B. 
Hugh Henry Tyndall ................. . .............. Hyde Pari{, Vt. 
George Bissell Verbeck . .. . ... . ...... . . . ... ..... .. Ballston Spa, N. Y. 
Arthur Bradley Warren ................ ... ..... . ..... Post Mills, Vt. 
William Godfrey Watt ..... ~ ......... . ..... . .... . . . ... Vergennes, Vt. 
Arthur Romanzo Weed ..... .. ....................... Hartford, Conn. 
John Charles Williams ......................... . ... Amesbury, Mass. 
Winfred Harmon Wright .............................. Franklin, Vt. 
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Leon J ames Barber ... . ....... . .. . .. . ........... .. .. . Bombay, N. Y. 
Harry Randel Baremore ... .. : . ... ..... .. ... Germantown, Phila., Pa. 
Jerome Francis Berry . ........... . ... . ............. . . Ri chmond, Vt. 
Clarke Blanc .......... .. ...... . ..... . ... . ..... Prospect Harbor, Me. 
Clarence A. Bonner .... ... .. . ........ . . : .. ........ West Lynn, Mass. 
Robert V. Boyce ... . ...... ........ . ......... . ....... Hartford, Conn. 
John Joseph Brosnahan . ... .. ........ .. ... .... . . .. Bellows Falls, Vt. 
Frank Charles Buckmiller .... . ... ........... . .. ..... Union City, Pa. 
Erwin Stillman Bundy ........ . ............ .... .. .. Lyndonville, Vt. 
Harry Clifford Bundy ..... . ... . .. .. ..... ..... ... ..... MorTisville, Vt. 
Oscar Burns ..•...... .. ......................... West Boylston, Mass. 
William Bernard Burns ............ , ............. East Boston, Mass. 
John Marie Caisse .... . ...... . ........... . ....... ... . Vergennes, Vt. 
Vincent Henry Coffee .. ............ .. . . .............. Burlington, Vt. 
Edward James Flaherty ........ . . ............ . ...... Marlboro, Mass. 
Albert 'Clarke Freeman . ........... . .... .... ... . ..... . .... Barre, Vt. 
Lawrence Hubbard Frost ... . ........ . ............ Willimantic, Conn. 
Clarence Charles Gerrard .... .. ..... . .... . ......... Springfield,. Mass. 
Matthew Hammond Griswold ........... . .... ... ... K ensington, Conn. 
Byron Harold Hermann ...... . ...... .... ..... . ..... . . St. Albans, Vt. 
Howard Delmar Hinma n ....... ... . .. . .... ..... West Charleston, Vt. 
Frank Ballard Hunt .. .. . ..... · . ............... 1 •••••••••• Fairfax, Vt. 
Grattan George Irwin ... .... . .. ........... South Hadley Falls, Mass. 
Nathan Barnet Jacobson ......... ... ..... ..... ... ... New York, N. Y. 
Florizel Janvier . . ...... . .... . ... . . .. . ........... St. Albans Bay, Vt. 
Theron Dyke Jenldns .. . ......... .... ........ . ...... Winthrop, N. Y. 
Hans Herbert Johnston . . ........ .. .. . . . ... ..... ... Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Willian1 H enry Lane, D. D. S. . .. . . .. ...... . . .. . . .. .. . Burlington, Vt. 
Walter Harold Lott ... ...... .. . . . .................... Westport, N. Y. t 
Walter Sidney Lyon .. ·. · .. . ... .. .. . ............ ... ... Burlington, Vt. 
Herbert Scott Pattee ......... .......... ........... Manchester, N. H. 
Hovagim Poghanian .. .. .... •· . . .. .. .... , ... .. East Northfield, Mass. 
Erwin Reid ............ .... ............... ... . ..... Brushton, N. Y. 
Frank Elmer Rowe .... .. . . ................. . ... ... ... Nashua, N. H . 
Charles Mears Scofield . . ... .. . ... . . .. .... ...... .... ... . Richford, Vt. 
Everett Joseph Stone ............. . ...... . ... . . . .. . ...... Bristol, Vt. 
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harles Henry Swift ........ . ..... ..... ............... Pillsford, Vt. 
Thomas Joseph Tobin ..... .... ...................... Cadyville, N. Y. 
George AndreW Tredick ......... ... . . . ....... .. . .. New Castle, N. H. 
Chester Arthur Van Cor ..... ............ ...... . ..... Morrisville, Vt. 
Frank Charles Young 00 00 .... 00 .. 00 . 00 .... 00 00.00 00 .Penacook, N. H. 
Frank Zwick .. . ............... . ....... . ........ . .. Naugatuck, Conn. 
Second Yenr 
William John Clarice Agnew ............ . ...... . ... High Falls, N. Y. 
Glen Beeche t· . . .. . .... . ... . . ......... . . ..... . ....... Granville, N. Y. 
George Gernon Bergeron ..... . .... . ................ Fall River, Mass. 
Stanley Francis Berry ..... . ............ . ........... Franklin, Mass. 
Joseph Albert Boucher ...... . ............. .. . . ....... Jolliette, P. Q. 
Horace Brew ................. .. . ... ..... ..... . .. PoTtsmouth, N. H. 
Percy Erastus Buck ..... . ..... . ... . .. . ................ Newport, Vt. 
Nathan Renwick Caldwell ........... .................... Groton, Vt. 
Mitchell Daniel Garey ...... ....... ....... ..... ....... .. Keene, N. Y. 
Louis Joseph Cella ..... . ..... . ............... .. .. .. :Providence, R. I. 
Michael Francis Claffey .. . ... .............. ... ... .. Naugatuck, Conn. 
Frank Corson ... ...... . . ............ . ........ . . ..... Honesdale, Pa. 
Harry Horace Dutton .............. . ................. Burlington, Vt. 
George Arthur Eckert .. ............ . ........... . ... .. Newport, R. I. 
Arthur .Jeffries Ellis .. . ................ .. ............... Rutland, Vt. 
Francis Joseph Ennis ... . .............. . ........ . . Bridgeport, 'Conn. 
Richard Farr .................. .... . ... .. . . . ....... .. . . .. Lodi, N. Y. 
Rowley Smith Flagg ....... . . . . . .... ... .... ... ...... . Burlington, Vt. 
Edward F lynn ....... ............. . ........... . . ....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Frank Harold Foley ...................... .... ...... . . Lincoln, N. H . 
Frank Bledsoe Galbraith ....... ... ....... . ..... .... . ... Boise, Idaho 
Edward Stack Grace ... . ...... . ............. . ... New Britain, Conn . 
Benjamin Earl Hague . ..... .. . . ... .. ................ . Manville, R. I. 
. Harold Harvey . ...... .. . . .. . .. ... ... ... . . .. ..... Ch estnut Hill, Conn. 
Vernon Grandville Haslam ............................ Waltham, Me. 
F1arold Simon Hatch ......... ......... .. .... . ... . ...... Berlin, N. H . 
Carl James Ki lburn .... . . . .... . ..... . ....... . . ...... Manchester, Vt. 
Clayton Rogers Lane ........... . .. .... ......... . . . . . . Cornin g, N. Y. 
James Lyman Lovejoy ..... . .... . . .... .. ....... ...... Miclcll ebu I'Y, VL. 
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Samuel Maisli n .... . .... . . .. .... . .............. . ... . HarUord, Con n. 
Donald Guy Mcivor . ......... . . . . ............... . ...... Swanton, Vt. 
Byron Young Miller .. .. . . . ......... . . . . ... . . . . .. . .. . .... Bethel, Vt. 
Dav id Paul Molony ..... . . . .... . ... . .... . .. .. .. . .. Tewksbury, Mass. 
George Mossman . .. .. .... . ...... . ............... Westm inster, Mass. 
George S11mner N utt ...... . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . .. . ...... Youngstown, 0 . 
John Charles O'Neill .... .. ........ . . . . ...... . . . .... . Hartford, Conn. 
Weed K. Pierce .... ... ...... . . .. .. . ........ . . ..... . .. Brattleboro, Vt. 
Arthur Russell P ill sbury . . .... .. ....... . ... .. . . . .. .. Rockville, Conn. 
Ralph Augustus R ichardson .... . ... . .. . ....... . ... . . Franld in, N. H. 
Harry Arthur Seigall . . . . . ........ . . . ... . . ..... . .. . . Hartford, Conn. 
George Steele . ....... ... . . . . ...... . . . ... . .. . . .. . ... Lyndonvi ll e, Vt. 
Everitt Say les Towne . .............. . . . . . . . . ..... . .. Burlington, Vt 
Fred Alexander Walsh ...... . . . . . ......... ... ... . East Arlington, Vt. 
F i.rst Year 
Gordon Douglas Atkinson ... . .... . ........ .. .. . . ... Derby J et., N. B. 
Harold Augustus Benson ............. . . . .... . . Al exandria Ba.y, N. Y. 
John Joseph Boland .......... . . . .... . . . . . ....... . .. Westboro, Mass. 
Wi ll iam Moffet Bronson .. . .... .. . . . . . . .............. Littleton, N. H . 
James Walter Bunce ...... . ... .. . .......... .. . ... .. N. Adams, Mass. 
Edwin Alga 'Cameron ....... .. ..... .. ..... . . ........ Littleton, N. H. 
Frederick Roy Carte·r .... . .... . . . . ... ... ... . ....... . ... Bangor, Me. 
Arthur Edward Casey .. . ... . . . . .. . .. .... ....... . . Will imanti c, Conn. 
Edward Cayo ......... . .... .. .. . . . .. . .. . ......... Wheatland , QuebeC' 
Robert Millard Deming .. . .................... .. .. Ball ston Spa, N. Y. 
Leo Dowel ...... . .. . . . . . . ....... . ..... . . . . ... . . . . . . Walli ngford, Vt. 
Leon Emile Duval .. . . . ... . .... . .. . ..... .. . . ........ Wallingford , Vt. 
Charles Francis F leming . ......... . ... . ... .. . ..... West Rutland, Vt. 
Harold F raser .................. ... . ... . . . . . . . . ... Dorchester, Mass. 
Percy H. Garland . . .......... . . . ... . ................ New York City 
George Adelor Gosselin ......... . .......... . ... . .. . ... . . Rutland, Vt. 
Hugh H. H anrahan . . . ... ..... ....... .. ..... .. . .. . ...... Rutland , Vt. 
Arthur Gustav H eininger . . . ..... . . .. .... . ........... Burlindton, Vt.. 
Glenn Huggins . . ... .. .... . ..... ...... ... .. .. .... . Schenectady, N. Y. 
S. Stuart Ingalls .... . . ........ . .. . ... . .... . . .... .. . Lee Cen ter , N.Y. 
Louis Ka plan . .... . ........ .. ....... ..... . .. . . .... .. Broolclyn, N. Y. 
r 
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John Nulty McCarty ..... . .... ... . . .... .. ... .... . . Saratoga Spa, N.Y. 
Thomas Allen McCormiclc . . .. . ...... . .. . ......... . .. Burlington , Vt. 
Leslie Sherman Morgan . .. .. ..... . .. ...... . ......... Burlington, Vt. 
Ar thur Meyers .... . .. .. .... . .. ... ......... .. ... ... Waterbury, Conn. 
·william Holyoke Niles ..... . . ........ . . . . .. .. ....... . St. Albans, Vt. 
Glen Parker ...... . ...... ... ... ... .. . . . . ............ Burlington, Vt. 
Ulric P lante . . ..... .. . ...... . ........... .... . .. . Mooers Forks, N. Y. 
Foster Holmes P latt . . ...... .. ....... . . . . ........... . . Swanton, Vt. 
J oseph Edward Rapuzzi .. . .................... . ........ Ithaca, N. Y. 
Charles Rich .. . ..... . ... .............. .. . . ..... ... . . . Newark, N. J . 
H . Eugene St. Antoine ... . . . . .. ... . . . ........... . .... Burlington, Vt. 
F rancis Leo Scannell .... .. . . . . ... .. . ...... . .... . . . ... Lewiston, Me. 
Walter Hall Sisson .. . .... ....... . ..... . . . . . .... S. Londonderry, Vt. 
Chester Lewis Smart ... . . ......... . .. .... .... .... .. . ... .. Roxie, Me. 
Leroy Dilmore Soper ..... .. .. . ... ..... .... ... .... Seneca Falls, N. Y. 
Walter Stankard .. . . ........ ..... . . .. . ..... . ... . . .. Waltham, Mass. 
Michael Francis Sullivan ..... . .... .. .. ..... . .. .. . . .. Winthrop, N. Y. 
Eugene Therrien .... .. . .. . . .... .. . ... . .. .. . ... .... . Rochester, N. H. 
J oseph Thomas ....... .... . . .. . ... . ........... ..... .. Burlington, Vt. 
John F lynn Tuttle .......... .. ... . . ... . ........... Manchester , N. H. 
George Dixon Van Dyke .... . .. ..... ... . . . .. ...... Saxtons River, Vt. 
Mihran Varzhabedian . . . . ..... . ... . . ........ . Erbaa, Turkey in Asia 
Morris Wineck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Hartford, Conn. 
Rolli n Duane Wo-rden ... . ................ . ............. Rutland, Vt. 
Geo rge Young . . ............ .. ....... .. ........ . . ... Slwwhegan, Me. 
Sl'E(;]ALS 
Cla rence Lee Gannon .... . . ... .. . .... . ...... . .. .. .. . Brooldyn, N. Y. 
Edward Don Leete . . . .... ... .. ..... .... ...... .... . .. Concord, N. H. 
Louis Irving Skirball ... ...... . ... .. . .. . ... ... . ....... Re·vere, Mass. 
Julius Caesar Trach tenber g .. . ................. ... ..... Boston, Mass. 
GENERAL HISTORY 
The Medi cal Department of the Univers ity of Vermont is one of 
t he oldes t medical institutions in the United States. Anatomy and 
surgery were taught by Professor John N. Pomeroy as early as 1809. 
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Chemistry and pharmacy, botany and materia medica and physiol-
ogy bad professorships from 1821. The first fu ll and regular course 
of lectures was given in the fall of 1822. The first Faculty bad in it, 
besides Dr. Pomeroy, Drs. James K. Platt, Arthur L. Porter, Nathan 
R. Smith and William Paddock These gentlemen, with Drs. John 
Bell, Wm. Anderson, Benj. Lincoln and Edward JD. Phelps, were promi-
nent in the teaching force of the school until 1836, when the enter-
prise was abandoned because of the death of Dr. Lincoln, its leading 
mind, and for lack of students. There bad then been graduated one 
hundred sixteen students. 
The re-organization and successful re-establishment of this school 
was chiefly due to the efforts of Dr. S. W. Thayer, then a practitione1· 
at Northfield. His efforts date back to 1840 and were finally success-
fu l in 1853. The new Faculty consisted of Drs. Horatio Nelson, S. W. 
Thayer, Orrin Smith, Henry Erni and Walter Carpenter. The pros-
perity of the newly organized Department in 1854 soon became manifest, 
and a material enlargement of the old medical college building, a t 
the head oE Main street, was demanded . A sum was raised and the 
necessary improvements made. In 1870 the citizens of Burlington 
contributed an additional sum of $2,500 to enlarge the building further 
by the addition of a two-story wing and to increase the seating capacity 
of the two lecture rooms to about two hundred and fifty each. In 
1884 the late John P. Howard generously gave a commodious building 
at the head of Pearl street, having laboratories, a dissecting room, 
an anatomical museum, and an amphitheatre capable of seating three 
hundred and fifty students. This was first occupied in 1885. 
In 1895 the course of lectures was increased from twenty weeks to 
six months, the term 'beginning the first week in January. In 1897 a 
four years' course of study, under a graded system, was made a requisite 
for graduation. 
Until 1899 the relation of the 'College to the University was chiefly 
nominal. It was then reorganized and made a co-ordinate Departm nt 
of the University, under the control of the Board of Trustees, and its 
fac ilities both for teaching and study were materi ally incr asecl. New 
rooms and improved apparatus were add ed and additional instructors 
secured. Ju 1903 the course was lengthened to seven months and in 
1907 to seven and one·haH months, givin g th ir ty weel<s of actual in-
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struction. In December, 1903, the building which had been occupied 
by the Department for twenty years was destroyed by fire. A new 
building was begun in August, 1904, and completed in January, 1906. 
In 1911 the Faculty of Medicine was reorganized and the number of 
members in the Executive Faculty was increased to eleven. The Pro· 
fessors of anatomy, physiology, chemistry, materia medica including 
pharmacology, and pathology devote all their time to teaching and 
research. In addition to these members of the Executive Faculty there 
are five Assistant Professors and Instructors who also devote all 
thei r t ime to teaching. During the past five years more than s ix 
thousand dollars have been expended in new equipment and teaching 
facilities. 
MEDICAL COLLEGE BUILDING 
The new building, located on the site of the old building at the 
north end of the College Green , is a capacious and substantial structure, 
one hundred seventy feet long, seventy-five feet wide and three stories 
high. It is built of red brick with gray terra-cotta trimmings; it is 
fire-proof, heated by steam, ventilated by the most approved ventilating 
system, and lighted by gas and electricity. The elevator, ventilating 
fans, etc., are run by electric motors. This building cost one hundred 
twenty-fiv e thousand dollars. 
The building contains laboratories for a.natomy, chemistry, his-
tology, pathology, physiological chemistry, physiology, bacteriology, 
embryology, clinical microscopy and pharmacology; lecture halls, recita-
tion rooms, rooms for practical work, etc., etc. The laboratories are all 
large, perfectly venti lated, and so located in the building that they have 
a north li ght, which is especially desirable for the satisfactory use of the 
microscope. The lecture halls and recitation rooms are large, the seats 
being , arranged so t hat every student has an unobstructed view of all 
demonstrations and clinics. 
In the basement, whir.h on account of the slope of the lot is en-
ti rely above grade for about one-half the length of the building, are 
located the pharmacological laboratory, a la rge reception room for 
students, a coat room, toil et rooms and the rooms connected with the 
• 
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heating and ventilating systems. There are also rooms for a free 
dispensary. 
Situated on the first floor are the office of the President of the 
Un iversi ty, a faculty room, the large lecture ba ll (seating one hundred 
seventy-five students), the bacteriological laboratory ( 25x50 feet), the 
la boratory of histology and pathology (27x50 feet) and the library. On 
this floor are also stock rooms, privafe rooms for the laboratory in-
structors, and rooms for section work in physical diagnosis and demon-
strative obstetrics. 
On the second floor is a lecture hall that will seat one hundred 
students, a large room for the apparatus used for the demonst rations 
in the lectures in chemistry and physiology, the chemical laboratory 
(27x71 feet), and a private chemical labo ratory (15x25 feet). On this 
fl oor are also stock rooms, private room s for the laboratory instructors 
and professors, and three large recitation rooms. 
On the third floor is the di ssecting room (25x75 feet), a coat 1·oom, 
a room for prosection, a room for operative surgery and anatom ical 
demonstrations to sections of the class, a room fo r physiological ex-
periments, a recitation room for a.natomy, a nd the museum. 
In a word, every effort has been made in the arrangement of the 
rooms, in the heating, ventilating and lighting, and in the equipment 
of the building to have a thoroughly modern structure, perfectly 
adapled to the needs of medi cal teaching. 
CLINICAL FACILITIES 
Burlington and the adjoin ing town, Winooski, have a population 
of about 30,000, and Burlington is the hospital center for an area 
having a population of over 400,000. 
There are two hospitals in which patients a re available for clini cal 
teaching. The Mary Fletcher Hospital , with one hundred twenty-five 
b ~:; ds, is located near the college building; and the Fanny Allen Hospital, 
with seventy-five beds, is about two miles away but located on a troll ey 
line so that it is easy of access. 
The Mary Fletcher Hospital has recentl y ·ompletecl a new bui lding 
whi ch is devoted entirely to clinical work The amphitheatre is 
equipped with modern appo in lments and rooms are provided for the 
, 
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examination o( patients, anesthetization , sterilization of equipment, etc., 
etc. Add itional facilities for practical work are afforded by the out-
patient department. This service is thoroughly organ ized in many 
depar tments and will be fu lly organ ized in all departments so t hat a 
large number of out-patients will be avail able for clinical study. 
Students also have access to the wards of the hospital where they can 
systematically study cases during their hospital stay. 
'!'be Fanny Allen Hospital gives a fine opportunity for ward work . 
Students visit the wards and practically have the routine care of pa-
tients und er the direction of a clinical assistant. 
There are two children's homes in the city, the St. Joseph's Orphan 
Home and the Home for Destitute Ch ild ren. These homes have an 
average of three hundred twenty-five chi ldren and furnish an oppor-
tun ity for the study of a ll forms of the diseases of children. 
The State Hospital for the Insane, at Waterbury, bas (l.bout six 
hundred patients. From time to time during the session, sections or 
stud ents under the supervis ion of the Professor of Mental Diseases, 
visit th is in stitution, where they have an abundance of material for 
the study of all forms 1if mental diseases. 
Clinical material is also ample in a ll the special subj ects of medi-
ci ne and s urgery. During the last session about two thousand cases 
were studied by the senior class. This does not include cases that re-
turned to the hospital repeated ly for t reatment or repeated visi ts to 
patients in the wards by stud ents. The delusion that sufficient clini cal 
mater ial can be obtained only in large cit ies is being dispell ed. 
ADMINISTRATI ON 
Th e Co ll ege of Medicine of the University of Vermont is one of 
the four Co lleges of the Un ivers ity, the others being the Colleges of 
Arts and Sc1ences, Engineering, and Agriculture. For many years, 
like almost a ll of the med ical school s in the United States, the Ver-
mont school bad only a nominal connection with the University to 
whi ch it was annexed, having been really an independent institution, 
managing i cs own affairs and maintaining itself wholly from the fees 
of stud ents. The g reat im pro vements in modern med ical education and 
the in creas c1 9st have made the old depend ence on. fees quite insuffi-
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cient and have compell ed institutions of Lhe first class Lo seek Cor 
endowments and other means ror maintaining Medical Departments 
on the same grade as other Departments of higher ed ucation . By vote 
of the Trustees of the University of Vermont, on December 4th, 1908, 
it was enacted that: 
"In conformity with the action taken by the Trustees relative to 
the Medical Department, on October 6, 1899 and July 11, 1900, and in 
furtherance thereof, and in consideration of the aid to medical education 
granted to the University by the Legislature, the Trustees hereby 
take under their complete control and managemen t the Medical Depart-
ment, constituting the same a Department in all respects co-ord inate 
with the other Departme·nts of the University, to be under the same 
administration, financially and otherwise, except in cases which may 
be hereafter specially provided for by the Trustees." 
It is hoped that this action will remove a reason often assigned 
for the inadequate endowment of medical education, namely, that it was 
largely a matter of private enterprise, and that i t will aid in drawing to 
medical institutions their share of' the wealth which is now so lavish i,Y 
bestowed for improving and extending the higher education in other 
branches. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
1. Admisslou Without Examlnutiou.-Applicants who have ful-
fill ed any of t he following conditions will be admitted without exam-
inations:-
a. Those who have received a baccalaureate degree from any 
Coll ege or University which maintains a satisfactory academic standard. 
b. Those who have satisfactorily completed one year in any 
College or University which maintains a satisfactory academic standard. 
c. Those who present evidence of having compli ed with the re-
quirements for admission to a Medical College having a standard of 
preliminary education equivalent to that adopted by this College. 
d. Those who have received a "Medical Student's Certificate" 
from the Regents of the State of New York, or from any similarly 
constituted author ity in other states, which certifies to one year in 
coll ege. 
r 
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e. Attention is called to the action of the American Medical As-
sociation to the effect that "after January 1, 1914, all Colleges to be 
included in Class A must require for admission not less than one year 
or college credits in chemist1·y, biology, physics and a 1node1·n language, 
or two or more years of work in a College of Liberal Arts, in addilion 
to the accredited four-year high school course." 
PRELHUNARY CO'UHSE 
The University, recognizing the fact that academic institutions do 
not have a general course devoted to preparart:ion for the study of 
medicine, will arrange to give such a course. High school graduates 
and students who have qualified to enter College and who intend to 
study medicine will find it to their advantage to take this course at 
the Uni verslty of Vermont, as the course will be arranged with special 
reference to the study of medicine. The tuition for this course will 
be the same as for courses in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Candidates for advanced standing in the preliminary course must 
meet the regular entrance requirements of this Un iversity and must, 
also, pass examinations in such studies already pursued by the class 
as are deemed necessary to determine their fitness to continue there-
in. Candidates coming from an institution havi ng entrance re-
quirements equivalent to those of this University may receive credi t, 
without examination , for work already done at such institution, 
in case its official records indicate a sufficient degree of pt:oficiency. 
Such official records must be presented together with a letter of honor-
able dismissal. 
COMB! "ATION OF AOADE)UO AND )1EDICAL COURSlcS 
A cand idate for an academic degree, who contemplates taking the 
medical course afterwards, may so arrange as to complete the two 
courses in seven years. It is desirable that a student so planning ad-
vise the Dea.n of his Faculty as early in his course as possible, prefer-
ably at t he beginning of his sophomore year, in order that his studies 
may be so elected as to make practicable this combination of courses. 
'J'be Faculty reserve the righ t to terminate the relation of any 
~;tudent with the Coll ege, at any time, on adequate evidence of im-
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moral character, improper conduct, or in te llectual unfitness for the 
medical profession. 
2. A1I mission of Studcuts from Other Accrcditc1l :ne!l ica l (Ju lie ··cs. 
-Students desiring advanced standing in this College are sub;jed Lo 
the same rules, in regard to advancement in course, as students who 
have been in attendance in this College. (See page 27 .) 
I'RELUUNAHY EDUCATIOX 
The same standard of preliminary education will be required of 
students coming from other Medical Colleges as is required of' stud nts 
entering this College. H this standard has been satisfactorily com-
plied with in other accredited Med ical Schools a ce rtificate to that 
effect from the Secretary or the School will be accepted. 
HEQUffiEME.\"fS FOB ADUISSlON '1'0 1'HE SECOi'\'D YEAR 
Students desiring to enter the second year in this College must 
present: 
I. A certificate, from the Secretary of the College from which 
they come, that they have attended one regular session. 
II. A certificate that they have satisfactorily completed the work 
in the subjects taught dtuing the first year in th is College. If the 
work in any of the subjects included in the curriculum of the first 
year in th is College has not been completed satisfactorily, studenls 
will be req uired to pass satisfactory examinations in these subjects 
before being admitted to the second year. A student will not be ad· 
mitted conditioned in more than one major and one minor subject. 
HEQUIIlEi\lENTS ],' OR AOl\IJ , ','TON TO TIIE 'l'lllllO Yl~AR 
I. Students desiring to enter the third year in this 'College must 
present satisfa.ctory evidence of having attended two fu ll sessions in 
some accredited Medical College or Coll eges. 
II. A certificate that they have satisfactorily completed the work 
in the subjects taught durin g the first two years in this Col lege. lf the 
work in any of the subjects incluclecl in the curriculum of t b first two 
yl'ars in this Coll ege has not been completed satisfactoril y, s tudents 
will be required to pass satisfactory examinations in these s ubj ects 
I . 
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before being admilled to the third year . A student will not be ad-
mitted conditioned in more than one major and one minot· subject. 
REQUDl E'ME:-1'1'8 FOR t\ Oi\U SSION '1'0 '£.1H~ FOU RTH YEAR 
I. Students desiring to enter the fourth year in this College must 
present satisfactory evidence of having attended three full sessions 
in some accredited Medical College or Colleges. 
II. A certificate that they have satisfactorily completed the work 
in the subjects taught during the first three years in this College. H 
the work in any of the subjects included in the curriculum of the first 
three years in this College has not been completed satisfactorily, stu-
dents will be required to pass satisfactory examinations in these sub-
jects before being admitted to the fourth year. A student will not be 
admitted cond itioned in more than one major and one minor subject. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCEMENT IN COURSE 
Attendance upon all the exercises assigned for each year is obliga-
tory upon every student. The work of each year is final, and students 
are advanced from one class to the next higher class when they have 
satisfactorily completed the work assigned for the year and have sat-
isfactori ly passed the required examinations. 
The standing of each student in his class at the end of the session 
is based upon the general character of his work in the dissecting 
room, in the different laboratories, and at other practical exercises, 
as the case may be; upon the character of his recitations; upon the 
results of the mid-year examinations; and upon the results of the 
examinations (written or oral, or both) held at the end of the session. 
Each student must have done satisfactory work, and must have passed 
satisfactory examinations in a ll the subjects assigned for each class 
before he will be advanced to the next higher class. 
F irst year students are advanced to the second year class when 
their work in the dissection, recitation, and laboratory exercises of the 
first year has been satisfactory, and when they have passed satisfactory 
examinations on the work of the first year. 
Second yea.r students are advanced to the third year class when 
tbei r work in dissection, recitation , laboratory and other prnctical 
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exerci ses of the second year has been satisfactory, and when they havw 
passed satisfactory examinations on the worlc of the second year. 
Third year students are advanced to the fourth year rlass when 
their work in the recitation, laboratory, and other practical exercises 
of the third year has been satisfactory, and when they have pr. £!'- ed 
satisfactory examinations on the work of the third year. 
Any student who has failed to fulfill the requirements for ad-
vancement from one class to the next higher class may present him-
self, at the beginning of the following session, for re-examination in 
the subjects in which he failed . His standing now wlll be determined 
by the results of this re-examination, as well as by the general characte r 
of his work in the dissecting room, in the different laboratories, and at 
other practical exercises (as the case may be), by the general character 
of liis recitations during the preceding year. If these together do not 
make his standing satisfactory he will not be advanced to the next 
higher class. In any event, if the failure has been in dissecting or in 
laboratory work, the work must be r epeated satisfactorily. 
A first, second or thi rd year student failing to pass satisfactory 
re-examination at the beginning of the session wi ll be required to re-
peat all the work of the year in which he fa iled, including dissecting, 
laboratory and other practical exercises, recitations, clin ics, etc. (as 
the case may be), before he may again apply for examination at the 
end of the session. 
The standing of each student at the end of this session will be 
based upoy_ the general character of his work (as already outlined) 
and upon the result of his examinat ions during this, the repeating 
;year, and not upon the character of his work and the result of his 
examinations during the year in which he failed. 
In exceptional cases, upon vote of the Faculty, a first, second or 
third year student who, after the re-examination at the beginning of 
the session, is still conditioned in one subject only, may be advan ced 
to the next higher class conditionall y; provided, however, t hat a stu-
dent will not be permitted to become a member of the second year 
class until he has removed all conditions pertaining to the entrance 
examination; that a student will not be permitted to become a mem-
ber of the th ird year class until he has removed all conditions per-
taining to the work of the first year class; and that a student will not 
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be permitted to become a member or th e fourth year class llntil he 
has removed all conditions pertaining to the second year class. 
Fourth year students who fail to fulfill t he requirements for 
graduation will . be required to repeat satisfactorily, during some sub-
sequent session, all the work of the fourth year, and at the end of 
the session to appear for re-examination in all subjects upon which 
fourth year students are examined. 
A student who has been a member of either the first, second 
or t hird year classes for three sessions, and has failed to fulfill the 
requ irements for advancement to the next higher class, and a s tudent 
who has been a member or the fourth year class for three sessions 
and has failed to fulfill the requirements for graduation, will not be 
again enrolled as a student of the College. 
A student who fails to present himself for any examination at 
the close of the session will be classed as having taken the examination 
and having failed to pass it, unless he shall have been excused from 
such examdnation by the Faculty. 
Students who have satisfactorily completed courses in preparatory 
schools corresponding to the courses given in this College in em-
bryology, histology or chemistry may be excused from this worlt pro-
vided they pass, at the beginning of the session, a satisfactory exam-
iuati on in the subject and elect an equal p umber of hours of work 
in the other subjects assigned for the year, or in advanced work. 
Students whose t ees are in m·rea1·s wiU not receive credit to1· at-
tendance o1· class work. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine must have reached 
the age of twenty-one years. They must have presented a satisfactory 
certificate of good moral character. They must have met the require-
ments of this 'College in regard to preliminary education. They must 
have attended and satisfactorily completed the prescribed work of 
four yearly sessions or courses of instruction in medicine, of at least 
thirty weeks each, and in four sepa rate years. The first three of these 
yearly rour!'les may have been taken in this Coll ege or in some other 
' 
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accred ited Medical Coll ege, but the final or fo urth yea r course must 
have been tal{en in this College. 
All candi dates must be p resen t at Commencement unless excused 
by the Facul ty. 
Cert ificates of having passed in any branch or branches in other 
Coll eges will not be accepted by t his Coll ege. 
Candidates who fa il at the fina l examination will not be re· 
examined until afte r they have repeated t heir fou r th year of study. 
No canclidate i nclebted to the College will be given c1·ecLit fa?· an ex-
amination. 
ABSTRACT OF THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF VERMONT 
RELATING TO THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE 
IN THE STATE OF VERMONT 
Ab stmct at the laws of the State at Vermont: 
* * * * * * * * 
"Su:c. 7. A person twenty-one years of age and of good moral 
character, who is a graduate of a legally chartered medical coll ege or 
university, having power to confer degrees in medi cine and surgery, 
and such medical college or univers ity being recognized as dete rmined 
by the board, shall upon the payment of a fee of twenty doll ars, be 
entitled to examination, and, if found qualified , shal l be licensed to 
practice med icine and surgery in this state and receive a license s igned 
by the president and secretary of the board. Provided, however, that 
students who have completed the studies of anatomy, physiology, 
chemistry and histology, may be examined after presenting a certifi· 
cate from the secretary of the college in which they are pursuing their 
studies, that they have complete? the work of the second year. The 
fee which shall accompany such certificate shall be one-half of that for 
the final examination and shall be credited to the student as a part of 
the whole fee. Pract itioners graduated prior to th e year nineteen 
hundred and one, under a lowe·r standard, who have been five or more 
years in active reputable practi ce, may be examined by the board, i f 
of satisfactory moral character, and if recommended as worthy by phy-
sicians in good standing. A person r efu sed a license may be re· 
exam ined :1t a regul:1r meeting of th e board within one year of the time 
, 
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from such refusal, without an additional fee. Said board may re· 
fuse to issue certificates provided for in this section to individuals who 
have been conv icted of the practice of criminal abortion, or who have, 
by fa lse or fraudu lent representations, obtained or sought to obtain 
practice in their profession, or by false or fradu lent representation 
of thei r profession, have obtained or sought to obtain money or any 
other thing of value, or who assume names other than their own, or 
for any other immoral, unprofessional or dishonorable conduct, and said 
board may for like causes revoke any certifi cate issued by itself or the 
respective Board of Censors of the Vermont state medical, the Vermont 
state homeopathic, or the Vermont state eclectic medical societies; 
provided that no certificates shall be revoked or refused until the 
bolder or applicant is given a hea.ring before the board. 
"Sw . 8. The examination shall be wholly or in part in writing, in 
the English language, and shall be of a practical character, sufficiently 
strict to test the qualification of the applicant. It shall embrace the 
general subjects of anatomy, physiology, chemistry, pathology, bac-
teriology, hygiene, practice of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, 
materia medica, therapeutics and legal medicine. Each applicant shall 
pass a general average of seventy-five per cent. to entitle him to a 
license; provided, however, that reputable practitioners may be al-
lowed one per cent. for each year of practice, but such allowance shall 
not exceed ten per cent. Examination in materia medica shall be con-
ducted by the members of the board representing the same school as 
the applicant. 
"Each applicant shall pass at least an average of seventy-five per 
cent. to entitle him to a license. 
"SEc. 9. A person to whom a license certificate is thus issued in 
order to make it valid shall, within thirty days from date thereof, 
cause the same to be recorded in the office of the Secretary of State 
iu a book to be provided by said Secretary of State for that purpose, for 
wbich the record fee shall be twenty-five cents. 
"SicC. 10. Any person who shall practice medicine or surgery under 
a fictitious or assumed name, or who, not being licensed as aforesaid, 
shall advertise or hold h imself out to the public as a physician or 
surgeon in this state, shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty 
dollars, OJ' more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the 
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House of Correction not more than three months, or both, and no 
action of any ld-;;d shall be bad or maintained by any such person in 
this state for the recovery of any compensation for such services. 
"SEc. 11. A person who advertises or holds himself out to the 
pul.Jlic as a physician or surgeon, or who assumes the title or uses the 
words or letters 'Dr.,' 'Doctor,' 'Professor,' 'lVI. D.' or 'lVI. B.,' in connec· 
tion with his name, or any other title intending to imply or designate 
himself as a practitioner of medicine or surgery in any of its branches, 
and in connection with such titles, shall prescribe, direct, recommend 
or advise, give or seii for the use of any person, any drug, medicine or 
other agency or application for the treatment, cure or relief of any 
bodily injury, infirmity or disease, or who follows the occupation of 
treating disease by any system or method, shaii be deemed a physi· 
cian, or practitioner of medicine or surgery for the purposes of th is 
chapter. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to persons profess· 
ing and attempting to cure disease by means of 'faith cure,' 'mind 
healing,' or 'laying on of hands,' but shall not apply to persons who 
merely practice the religious tenets of their church without pretending 
a knowledge of medicine or surgery. 
"But the provisions of th is section shall not apply to a person, 
firm or corporation that manufactures or sells patent~ compound or 
proprietary medicines t hat are compounded according to the prescrip· 
tion of a physician who bas been duly authorized to practice medicine. 
othing, however, in this act shall in any way affect the provisions of 
No. 110 of the acts of 1902 or apply to persons licensed by any other 
board having legal authority to issue licenses in this state. 
"S1w . 12. It shall be the duty of the board to investigate all com-
plaints of disregard, non-compliance, or violation of the provisions of 
this act, and to bring all such cases to the notice of the proper prosecut-
ing officer. 
"SEc. 13. This act shall not apply to persons legally licensed to 
practice medicine and surgery under the provisions of former acts, 
nor to persons who resided and practiced medicine in the state five 
years previous to the 28th day of November, 1876, nor to commissioned 
officers of the U. S. at·my or navy, or marine hospital service, nor to 
practice or midwifery by women in the town or locali ty in which they 
.reside, nor to a physician or surgeon who is call ed from another state, 
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or the Dominion of Canada, to treat a particula r case, and who does not 
otherwise practice in this state, provided, however, that such non-
resident physician is legally licensed where he resides and provided 
further that the State from which he comes or the Dominion of Canada 
grants the same privileges to legally licensed practitioners of the State 
of Vermont. 
"Nothing in this act, however , shall be construed to prevent any 
non-resident physician or surgeon from coming into the state in con-
sultation with a legally qualified practitioner in this state. 
"SEc. 14. Said ·ooat·d shal l, without examination, issue a license to 
any reputable physician or surgeo'n who personally appears and pre-
sents a certified copy of a certificate of registration or a license issued 
to him in a state whose requirements for r egist ration are deemed by 
said board as equivalent to those of this state, provided that such state 
acco rds a like privilege to holders of li censes g ranted under the laws of 
this state. The fee for such license shall be fifty dollars. 
"The standard of requirements fo r admission to practice in this 
state, under the preceding section, shall be as follows: 
"Academic: Preliminary requirements to he a high school edu-
cation or its eq uivalent, such as would admit the student to a recog-
nized university. The standard of such secondary school shall be de-
termined by agreement between the educationa l department of the state 
in which the applicant received such education and the st ate super-
intendent of education. 
"Medical: Four courses of lectures of nine hundred hours each, iu 
four different calendar years prior to graduation f rom a med ical college 
approved by the board. Practit ioners graduated prior to nineteen 
hundred and one are exempt from this requirement. 
"Mo ral : Applicant shall present qualifications as to moral char-
acter and -professional standing f rom two reputable physicians in the 
county in which he resides, and f rom the town clerk of his place of 
residence. 
"Examining: The examination in :vri ting shall have embraced 
twelve subjects of ninety questions, viz.: anatomy, physiology, chem-
i. t ry, pathology, bacteriology, hygiene, practice of medicine, smgery. 
obstet ri cs, gynecology, materia med ica, therapeuti cs and legal medicine. 
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The genera l average must ha.ve been at least seventy-five per cent., and 
no license shall be recognized when a lower rating has obtained." 
* * * * 
:;: 
* 
"SEc. 16. This act shall take effect from its passage. 
''Approved December 9, 1904, and December 14, 1908. 
* * 
"The regular meetings of the boa.rd will be held at the State House 
in Montpelier on the second Tuesday in January and in Burli ngton on 
the second Tuesday in Ju ly, commencing at nine o'clock a. m., and at 
such other times and places as the board may determine. 
"All candidates for examination shall present, at least ten days 
before the date of same, their applications on blanks furnished by the 
secretary of the board, accompanied by the "fequired fee of $20.00. One 
must also furnish documentary evidence of graduation from an ac-
credited high school maintaining a four years' course, or its value in 
counts obtained by an examination in subjects of high school grade. 
A New York Medical Student's Regent's certificate is received in lieu 
or either. 
" In order to receive consideration, examination papers must be 
legibly written in English and free from such errors in spelling, gram-
mar and reasoning as would show gross ignorance of the elementary 
branches of education. 
"Applicants for ~:ec iproc i ty from states holding such relations with 
Vermont shall make their applications on the endorsement blanks fur-
nished by the board, and the several requirements therein fulfilled. 
Previous to the presentation in person to the secretary of the board of 
the endorsement blanks executed as required, with the fee of $50.00, one 
must furnish a recent unmounted photograph of himself, with his 
autograph on the back of the same, swom to before a notary public. 
Any positive means of identification will be acceptable to the board." 
') 
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RULES OF THE VERMONT STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL 
REGISTRATION 
R~tles gove1·ning aq>plicants t or ce1·ti(icates from the V ennont State 
Boa1·d of M edical R egistmtion: 
"(1) Any person twenty-one years of age and of good moral 
character, who is a graduate of a legally chartered medical college or 
university having power to confer degrees in medicine and surgery, such 
medical college or university being recogn ized as determined by the 
board, shall upon the payment of twenty dollars, be entitled to ex· 
amination, and, iE found qualified, shall be li censed to practice medicine 
and surge ry in this state and receive a li cense signed by the president 
and secretary af the board. 
"(2) The examination shall be in whol e or in part in writing (in 
the English language), and shall be of practical character , sufficiently 
strict to test the qualifications of the applicant as a practitioner of 
med icine. 
"The examination shall embrace the general subjects of anatom y, 
bacteriology, gynecology, physiology, pathology, practice of medicine, 
surgery, obstetrics, legal medicine, hygiene, therapeutics, chemistry 
and materia medica. Each applicant shall pass at least an average of 
seventy-five per cent. t o entitl e him to a license. 
" ( 3) Candidates will be seated about the room at separate desks 
anci the examination on each subject w ill be conducted by the member 
of the board having that assignment and he may be assisted by two 
more members of the board. 
"(4) Any candidate detected in trying to give or obtain aid shall 
be instantly dismissed from the room, and his or her papers for the 
entire examination shall be cancelled . 
"(5) Questions must be given out and answ~rs collected punct· 
ually at the time specified for t hat section. Under no circumstances 
will papers be accepted unless t he examination be actua.lly held at the 
appoin ted time. The time for each sectional examination of fifteen 
questions shall not exceed three hours. 
" (G) If any candidate withdraws himself or herself, without per· 
mi ssion, from the sight of the examiner, his or her examination shall 
be closed. This rule permits a candidate temporarily ill to leave the 
room and return onl y with the consent of the examiner. 
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"( 7) No candidate shall , under any circumstan ces enter the ex-
amination room more than thirty minutes late, unless excused by the 
examiner, and no candidate shall leave the room within thirty minutes 
after the distribution of the questions. 
" (8) The examinations shall continue through Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday-the sessions of each day being from 9 o'clock A. M. 
until 12 A. M., and from 2 o'clock P. M. uptil 5 o'clock P. M. 
" ( 9) The examiner in each section shall not be engaged in other 
business except supervising the examination while it is in progress and 
shall grant only such privileges to applicants as shall, in his judgment, 
seem necessary. 
"( 10) Applicants must not indicate in any manner the school of 
practice f1·om which they have obtained their degree; by so doing their 
examination shall be cancelled . This shall not apply to inquiries made 
to the examiner. 
"(11) The results of the examination shall be in the hands of the 
secretary within three weeks. 
"(12) Each candidate shall sign the following pledge, and place 
in the secretary's hands before commencing the examination: 
"'I hereby pledge my word of honor, without mental r eservation , 
or evasion in any manner, that during my examination before this 
board, which I am about to commence, I will neither give to a fellow 
candidate nor receive from him, nor from any other source whatever, 
any information relating to tbe subject under consideration. Furthei·-
more I will write the number given me by the secretary on each of 
my examination papers.' 
••••••••• 0 • •• • 0 •••••• 0 0 •• 0 • •••••• 0 •••••• 0 0 •• 
HONORS AND PRIZES 
Five Diplomas of Honor and two money prizes are awarded each 
year. Two additional cash prizes may also be given by vote of. the 
Medical Faculty. 
Diplomas of Hono1·.-The five students who are found to have 
secured the highest aggregate of marks during the entire four years' 
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course of study or medicine are designated Honor Men, and are each 
awarded a special Diploma or Honor. 
'l'he Governo1· Woodbury Prizes.-Tbese prizes are awarded each 
year to the senior and the sophomore who have exhibited the greatest 
proficiency in the practical courses of their respective classes. The 
basis of award shall be determined by the Faculty. 
The Medical Famblty Prizes.-Tbese prizes may be given when so 
voted ·by the Faculty of the College of Medicine and shall be awarded 
as follows: to the student securing the highest general rating shall 
• be awarded the first prize of fifty doll ars in gold; to the student secur-
ing the next highest rating shall be awarded the second prize, twenty-
five dollars in gold. 
EXPENSES 
Matriculation fee .... . . . ..... . . .. . . ....... . .. . . ... . . ....... . $ 5 00 
'I'uition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 00 
Fee for graduation, payable once and not retur nable . . . . . . . . . . 25 00 
Students who have failed to complete the work of any year satis-
factorily are adm itted to a subsequent session to repeat the work of 
that year upon the payment of the matriculation fee and $25.00. 
Students will be required to deposit with the Treasurer $5.00, 
from which will be deducted the value of any bones taken from the 
Museum which are not returned, and any charges for breakage in the 
laboratories. The remainder of such deposit, or the whole, if there 
be no charge against it, will be returned to the student at the close of 
the session . 
The tees to1· each half yea1· a1·e due in aclvance and stnclcnts will 
not be em·olled until the tees are paid. 
Graduates of th is school are admitted without fe Ci! . 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Board and room may be obtained for from $4.00 to $5.00 per week 
Good accommodations can be found for students who wish to board 
th emselves. ancl some adopt this method at a great reduction in expense. 
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Rooms in the Converse Dormitory may be obtained by app lication to 
the Registrar of the Univers ity, to whom all letters of inquiry concern-
ing these rooms shou ld be addressed. 
For catalogue or for information concerning any Department of 
the Un iversity of Vermont and State Agricultural Coll ege, address 
Max W. Andrews, A. M., Registrar, Burlington, Vt. 
OUTLINE Of THE FOUR YEARS' COURSE 
The course of instruction bas been arranged so that the study of 
the severa l branches of medicine is taken up in a systematic way. 
The student is first taught the general structure of the body; 
the functions of the various organs and the chemical processes taking 
place in the ·body; the minute structure of the tissues and organs in 
health, and the changes in structure caused by disease. 
The student is then taught the various symptoms of disease and 
how to interpret them; the method of investigating diseases and the 
remedies used in their treatment; the various surgical conditions, the 
indications for treatment or operation and the technique of each 
operation; reproduction and development, the diseases of pregnancy 
with their treatment, and the management of labor. 
Instruction is given by lectures, demonstrations, recitations, prac-
tical courses, laboratory work, clinics and cl inical teaching at the 
bedside. 
The classes are divided into small sections for all laboratory and 
practical work and recitations, so that each student receives the per-
sonal attention of the instructor in every course. 
In determining the standing of the student for the year in each 
subject, the record of his dai ly work is computed equally with the 
mark received at the examination given at the end of the session. As 
a result of this method of marking daily recitations and giving cred it 
for the daily work in the final examinations, the advancement f rom 
one year to the next depends upon the entire work. of the student for 
the year instead of upon one examination. 
The wo1·1c ot the Fi1·st Y ea1· includes the study of anatomy, physi-
ology, chemistry, histology and embryology. 
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The study of anatomy, physiology anu chemistry has been g_raded 
to cover two years, the work of each year being practicall y complete 
in itself. 
There are la·boratory courses in anatomy (dissecting), histology, 
embryology, physiology and chemistry. (For detailed statement of 
work in these cou rses, see pages 42-46.) 
D~~?"ing the SeconcL Yea?", the study of anatomy, physiology and 
chemistry (organ ic and physiological) is completed and regular work 
in materia medica and general pathology is begun; there are recitation 
courses in surgery and medi cine, and, alscr, laboratory courses in anat-
omy (dissecting), pathological histology, physiological chemistry, 
physiology and pharmacology. 
l?~ the Thi1·cL Yea1·, the study of anatomy, physiology and chemistry 
having been completed, together with the laboratory courses in anatomy 
(dissecting), chemistry, histology, pharmacology, pathologic histology 
and physiologic chemistry, the student is prepared to devote his time 
to the study of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, special pathology, materia 
medica, pharmacology, pediatrics, orthopedics and neurology. 
There is a laboratory co urse in bacteriology and clinical micro-
scopy in which the study of the various pathological secretions and 
excretions of the body is taken up; there are, also, practical courses in 
physical diagnosis, minor surgery and bandaging, and obstetrics with 
the manildn. The students attend the surgical clinics and the elemen-
tary medical clin ics, in which they are inst ructed in the methods of 
investigating disease, in properly interpreting t he symptoms of dis-
ease, in the principles of differential diagnosis, and in the indications 
for treatment. 
All the laboratory and practical courses of the first, second and 
third years continue throughout the session. 
The Fou1·th Yea1· is largely devoted to the study of diagnosis and 
the treatment of disease. Lectures, either didactic or clinical, are 
given on medicine, therapeutics, obstetrics, and surgery. Students 
are required to examine patients, make diagnoses, and outline treat-
ment; the examinations include in addition to a physical examination. 
tbe examination of the blood , urine, sputum, stomach contents, etc. 
The result of this examination is reported to the class at a clinic for 
discussion. 
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In a word, the student is instructed in the methods of diagnosis 
and in the general management of medical and surgical cases as he 
will meet them in private practice. 
'fhere is a.Iso a practical course ·in surgery, in which Lhe studenL 
perfo rms all the common operations upon the cadaver. 
CLINICAL TEACHING 
'l'he strbject of cl inical teaching has been reorganized and is now 
under the direct supervision of the Professors of Clinical Medicine and 
Clin ical Surgery. These professors have an able corps of clinical as-
sistants. The work in this Department will be thoroughly system-
atized so that students will have daily observation of cases. 
There are eight general clinics each week throughout the session, 
on the various subjects of medicine and surgery. Each patient pre-
sented at these clinics will be examined by a section of the class. 
Students are required to prepare and present a case record of each 
patient. This record includes the history of the case, the symptoms 
and signs, the laboratory findings, the diagnosis, the prognosis, and an 
outline for the treatment. These records are discussed with the class 
by the professor. 
In the surgical clinics the operations are performed before the class 
after an examination by the students. All specimens removed are re-
ferred for laboratory diagnosis to the sections of the class which ex-
amined the patient and the case is a lso assigned to them for daily 
observation. 
In addition to these eight general clinics there are, each wee]{, 
eighteen periods of two hours each, when small sections of the class 
visit the wards of the hospitals and the children's homes, where they 
make a systematic study of cases, watching them from day to day 
throughout the course of the disease. They not only have to take the 
h istory of patients and make all the laboratory examinations indicaled 
in making a diagnosis, but have to make daily written observations 
upon the condition of: the patients during their hospital stay. 
It will be the object of the C1inical Professors to incorporate so 
far as it is possible, the same general principles of systematic teach -
ing in the clini cal work that are used in didactic teach in g. The abun-
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(lance or materal for clini cal study in the hospitals and dispensary, iu 
the chi ldren's homes a nd at the State Hospital for t he Insane, together 
with tbe large number or patients from the outlying country who daily 
a re seeking medical and surgical advice in Burlington, make it pos· 
sible to do this in a very large measure. 
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DETAILS OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SEP-
ARATE DEPARTMENTS OF STUDY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 
I. Histology 
II . Embryology 
III. Anatomy 
IV. Applied Anatomy 
THO:\fA S TE:PHEK BHowx, M. D., Pr-otesso1· of Anatomy. 
HEXIlY CllAJK TINr<HA~r, M. D., . . . . P1·otessor- of Appliecl Anatom,y . 
.Jorrx ALEXANDER H NTER, M. D., Instnw tor- in Anatorny and Labo-
B.\ JH\F.'J' .Jos~errr, M. D., 
r-ator-y Instruct01· in Emb1'1f-
ology and Histology. 
In stn~ctor in Anato1ny. 
J. H ist.ology.-'l'he work in microscop ic anatomy is given in the 
first year in close con junction with that of embryology. It comprises 
lectu res, recitations and laboratory work. The larger part of the work, 
however, is done in the laboratory. 
Instruction cons ists, first , of the study of the construction and 
correct use of the microscope; second ly, of the consideration of the 
methods of preparation and staining of microscopical sections of tissues; 
and, t hirdly, of a systematic study of the minute structure of the tissues 
of the body. The first few weeks are devoted to the study of the re ll, 
cell-divisiou and the primary tissues of the body. Next, t he funda-
mental principles of embryology, the formation and development or 
t he extra-embryonic tissues and the early processes of development of 
the foetus itself are taken up. 
During the last half of the first year the h istology, embryology 
and g ross anatomy of the organs are all stud ied synchrono usly. The 
work in this department is closely connected with the ourse in gross 
anatomy and physiology, so that the students are given a comprehensive 
idea of the gross anatomy of the bouy, its microscopical stru ctu r and 
tho functions of the diffeJ·ent organs and Li ssnes. 
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II. Emuryology.-The course in embryology consists of lectures, 
quizzes, and laboratory study. The laboratory work includes the study 
of the development of the human embryo by the use of gross specimens 
at variou s stages of development, also of stained sections. The study 
of the human embryo is supplemented by that of the embryos of the 
chick, cat and dog. Use is also made of charts and models to facilitate 
the understanding of embryological processes. It is sought to relate 
so closely the teaching of the origin and the minute structure of 
the tissues that the two subjects shall become practically one. 
Both the laboratories of embryology and of histology are completely 
equ ipped , each student is supplied with a microscope, and the work is 
clone under the personal supervision of the Professor of Microscopic 
:1nd Gross Anatomy and his assistants. 
Ill. Gro s Anatomy.-The work in general anatomy is continued 
Lhrough the first two years of the course although the larger part of 
Lhe work is completed during the first half of the first year. 
During the first month of the first year the student is taught the 
classification and form of the various bones of the human skeleton 
together with the formation and classification of the joints. At the 
beginning of the second month the student is assigned to dissection · 
and is requ ired to dissect one-half of the human body. The student is 
required to demonstrate the different parts as the work progresses. He 
is required to recite from time to time upon the dissections he has 
made, and a careful record is kept not only of his proficiency in the 
subject, 'but also of the character of his work. 
'l'he work in this department is supplemented by demonstrations 
from fresh ly dissected parts, dried specimens and specially prepared 
sections of various parts of the human body and extremities. 
Recitations and demonstrations are continued throughout the first 
year. During the first half of the .second year the anatomy of the 
central nervous system is taught. This includes a systematic study of 
the brain, cranial nerves and spina l cord. The brain is dissected 
before the student as each part of it is discussed. The work is also 
amplifi ed by various preparations and sections of the human brain. 
During the first half of the second year the student makes special 
dissections of th e eye and orbit, nasal cavity, larynx, pharynx, cranial 
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nerves, perineum, etc. During the last baH of the second year the 
time is given to a general review or the subject of anatomy. 
IV. Applied Anato my.-Applied anatomy is taught to the fourth 
year students by lectures and demonstrations. The various organs are 
outlined on the exterior of the body and their relation to each other is 
discussed with reference to the exterior of the bod y. The surgical 
spaces with their contents are demonstrated and the application of 
anatomy to both medical and surgical diagnosis is full y emphasized. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY 
FHED K. JA CKSON, A. B., M. D., . . . . P1·otessor of Physiology. 
A. D. Busn, !VI. D., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor in Physiology. 
I. Lectures an<l ltecitations.-First and second year students are 
given one lecture and two recitations in this su·bject each weelc A 
large number of illustrative charts together with models and diagrams 
are available to give emphasis to the didactic instruction. 
In recitation work the first year includes respiration, nerve and 
, 
muscle, the blood and circulation. The second year embraces the 
remainder of the subject. 
Practical demonstrations on the warm-blooded animals are made 
fo rtni ghtly before student groups throughout the year, these alternating 
with conferences in which the students are assigned seriatim to debates 
and di scussions. 
IT. Labora.tory.-Modern appa1·atus and a commodious laboratory 
enable the student to absorb much of the practical side of the subject 
which would otherwise soon escape the memory. The first year's 
course consists of nerve-muscle physiology, the mechanics of circula-
tion, and the heart, while the second year experiments are concerned 
with respiration, tbe nervous system and the special senses. General 
metabolism and dieteti cs are also considered. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
Jo::lt:l'il A. Aucu,\.\U3A uur, M. D., . . . Assistant P1·otessor and Instnteto1· 
in Chemistry. 
C ILAH[.I(S F. DaLTON, M. D., . . . . . . . Assistant Professor of Toxico logy 
and Physiological Ohe1nistry 
and Laboratory Instructor. 
First Year.-Lectures a111l Recitatious.-Instruct ion in this de-
partment is given during the first two years. The work of the first year 
is the laying of a firm foundation in general chemistry, and to this end 
lectures, demonstrations, recitations and laboratory exercises extend 
throughout the year. The lectures, demonstrations and recitations 
deal with the principles of general chemistry, including a ·brief survey 
or theoretical chemistry and the relations existing between physics and 
chemistry, followed by a careful study of the more important elements 
and compounds. 
Laboratory.-The laboratory course includes a practical study of 
physical and chemical changes, the preparation of some of the elements 
and a thorough drill in quali tative analysis, which is valuable for the 
lmowledge of chemistry gained and for familiarity with the technique 
of chemical operation. This course is concluded with practice in 
volumetric analys is as a preparation for the quantitative estimation of 
substances of clinical importan ce. 
Second Year.- Lectures and Recitations.-The instruction of the 
second year consists of lectures upon organic and physiological chem-
istry, supplemented by demonstrations, recitations and laboratory 
courses, especial attention being paid to such parts of the subject as 
are of valu e to the physician of the day. 
Laboratory.-Two laboratory courses are given; one in physio-
logical chemistry, which includes a study of proteids, carbohydrates 
and fats, together with digestive processes; and the second, a course in 
lhe examination of urine, which includes a thorough drill in the use 
of the more important clinical tests for a ll the normal and abnormal 
constituents. 
Achtm cctl Wol'lr.- Opportunity for advanced work is afforded to a 
limited number of students. Three courses are offered to such students 
as have had suffi cient p reliminary training to profit by work of this 
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natu re. These courses include advanced physiological chemistry, sani-
tary chemistry and examinations fo r substances of toxicological im-
portance. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY AND MATERIA 
MEDICA 
DaYID MAIWJN, M. D., . . . . . . . . . . . . P1·otesso1' of Phannaco logy ancl 
MateTia Meclica. 
AtlTilUJt D. Busn. M. D., . . . . . . . . . . lnstnt ctoT in Phannaco logy ancl 
Mate1·ia Meclica. 
I. 1llatcria Mcdica.-lnslruction is given by lectures and recita-
tions during the entire second year. It embraces the study of · care-
fu lly selected li st of drugs, their sy nonyms, Latin t itl es, origin, com-
position, physical characteristics, chemical properties, doses, solubility 
and methods of administration. 
A picture in colors of the plant, together with samples of Lhe 
crude drug and its preparations, is posted in a conspicuous place be-
fore each recitation that the student may become familiar with their 
appearance. 
II. Prescr iptiou Writ iug.-A. recitation course with black-board 
exercises, covering the general principles of prescription writing, is 
conducted during the second year. Students a re r equired to write th • 
various kinds of prescriptions as a part of their outside work, bring-
ing them to the class room for correction. Th is work is continued 
th roughout the year in co nnection with the study of materia med ica. 
III. P hanuacy.-The laboratory is adequately equipped for the 
study of materia medica and pharmacy. Each student during the 
second year is required to demonstrate weights and measures, to per-
form the pharmaceutical operations incident to the preparation of 
medicine, to manufacture one of each of the official preparations, Lo 
demonstrate the important chemical and pharmaceutical incompatibili-
ties, to standardize official preparations and to perform th e acts of 
extemporaneous pharmacy. 
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1\'. 'J'oxicology.-Tlle JaboraLory course during the second year 
embraces: 
(a) The detection of drugs that are found in the urine. 
(b) Experiments showing the effect of chemi c antidotes upon 
lhe various poisonous a lkaloids and metals. 
(c) Experiments showing the effect of chemic corrosives upon 
the proteids, blood, excised tissues, human skin and mucous membranes. 
(d) The effect of powe rfu l irritants upon the t issues of the body. 
V. Pharmacodynamlcs.-
1. Lectures.-During the third year there will be lectures cover-
ing the most important drugs. These lectures will be illustrated by 
tracings taken from research work upon animals and by graphic, charts 
showipg the effect of our most useful drugs upon respiration, pulse, 
blood pressure and temperature of man. These charts are taken from 
original research work cond ucted in this department. 
A recitat ion con rse covering thi s subject will be cond ucted week ly 
t hroughou t the year. 
2. Laboratory.-In con junction with the lecture course, a labor a-
tory course in experimental pharm acodynamics will he conducted. 
The laboratory is eq ui pped with the latest iustruments and ap-
paratus for the careful study of the pharmacologic action of drugs. 
The pharmacologic action of a selected lis t of drugs will be demon-
strated upon animals by the students und er the supervision of the 
professor and hi s ass is tan ts. 
Immed iately preceding the laboratory period, the student will be 
informed of the significance of the experiment to be performed. Dur-
ing the period he will lieep an accurate record of his observations, and 
at the close, observations wi ll be reported and results tabulated . The 
a im of thi s course is to im press the student witb the importance of 
the general principles of pha rmacodynam ics. 
3. Research.-The laborato ry will be open during the coll ege year 
to advanced stuclents or to those who desire to do original research 
work. 
'l'cxt-JJoolr ·.-Cu shn ey, Pharm acology and Therapeutics; Potter, 
Materia Medica, Pharmacy and Therapeutics; Thornton, Manua l of 
P l'Csc riplion Writing; Mar vin, Laboratory Guid e in Pharmacy. 
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GoJiatcral Jtcading·.-Sollmau, Text-book oC Pllarmacu logy; 
Schmiedeberg, Pharmacologie; Hat ·he r and So llman, A Text-book of 
Materia Medica; Stevens, Materia Medica; U. S. Pharmacopoeia; U. S. 
Dispensatory; Arny, Principles of Pharmacy. 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 
BrNGHAi\f H. STONE, M. S., M. D., Professor of Pathology ana Bac-
teriology. 
FBEDERJCK E. CLARK, M. D., Assistant Professor ot Pathology. 
ERNEST H. Bu'l"J'LES, A. B., M. D., Assistant P1·otessor of Bacte1·io7-
ogy ana Clinical Pathology. 
MonGAN B. HoDSKlNS, M. D., . . . . . . Instntctor in Neuro-Pathology ancl 
Laboratory Instructo1· in Path-
ology. 
B>~RNF:'r JosEPH, M. D., . . . . . . . . . . . . Instntcto1· in Pathology. 
The work in pathology consists of a laboratory course in micro-
scop ical pathology together with demonstrations and recitations in 
g ross pathology during the second year, lectures on general and spec ial 
pathology and a course in neuro-pathology in the third year, and a 
course of autopsy demonstrations in the fourth year. 
I. Microscopical Pathology.-In the work in microscopical path-
ology the students are taught to distinguish by microscopical charac-
teristics the various degenerations, to differentiate new growths and to 
recognize deviations from the normal in the various organic lesions 
of disease. The microscop ical specimens mounted and studied by each 
student illustrate the various topics of pathology and are supplemented 
by special demonstrations by charts, lantern slides, and micro-photo-
graphs. 
II. General Pathology.-The course for the third year consists oC 
lhe application or the general principles of pathology to the different 
systems of the body. The lesions of the various organs are discussed 
with special reference to the et iological factors involved and the symp-
toms explain ed by these lesions. These lectures are demonstrated by 
gross material J'Pmoverl at autops ies anrl by museum specimens. 
• 
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lli. Neul'o·l'athology.- The course in neuro-pathology consists of 
a r eview of the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system. The 
pathology of the organic diseases of the nervous system is demonstrated 
by means of specimens and lantern slides, emphasis being laid on the 
relation of the lesions to the symptoms. 
IV. Autopsics.-During the fourth year the course consists of 
autopsies and a study of the material removed at these. Cases which 
have been studied in the medical or surgical clinics or whose clinical 
history is otherwise known are autopsied before the class and the gross 
lesions demonstrated. The various organs are then assigned to sec-
tions to be studied microscopically and reported upon and discussed at 
some subsequent session. E special attention is given to the causes 
operative in producing the lesions found. 
Y. Racteriology.-A combined lecture an d laboratory course in 
bacteriology and clinical pathology is given in the third year. The first 
part of the course is devoted to the principles and methods employed 
in bacteriological study, including growth, reproduction and cultivati~u 
of bacteria and the technique of sterilization and disinfection. Work 
is done by each student in the preparation of culture media, isolation 
of pure cultures and study of morphologica·l, biological and biochemical 
characteristics of different species. 
The second half of the course is devoted to the application of 
bacteriology to diagnosis and treatment and a study of the more com-
mon pathogenies, together with practical work in the methods of clini-
cal microscopy, including examination of blood, sputum, stomach con-
tents, feces, urine, etc. 
VI. Clinical Pathology.-Work in clinical pathology in the fourth 
year will be done at the laboratory of the Mary Fletcher Hosp ital and 
will be given in connection with the work in clinical medicine and 
surgery. The student will be required to apply the principles of lab-
oratory diagnosis taught in the third year to the diagnosis of cases 
seen in the clinics and wards. The work will be clone by the students 
under the supervision of the instnlctor in bacteriology and clinical 
microscopy. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 
CLAHJ<:NCE H. BEECHELl, M. D ., . . . . . . P1·otesso1· of Medic-ine. 
DANIEL A. SHEA, M. D ., . . . . . . . . . . lnstructoT in MecUcine. 
MA'l"l'llKW w. HuN'l'EH, M. D., . . . . . lnstnwtor in M·ed·icine. 
JuoEPH A. AncHAil'IBAUL'l', M. D., . . . Instntcto1· in Medicine. 
The instruction in medicine begins in the second year and con-
tinues throughout the second, third and fourth years. The course in-
cludes the following subdivisions: 
Second Year.-The work in the second year consists of the study 
of nomenclature and general symptomatology, and the normal physical 
diagnosis of the heart, lungs and abdomen. 
The subjects of nomenclature and symptomatology are taught by 
means of lectures and systematic recitations so that the student early 
acquires a working knowledge of the terms used in medicine. 
The work in physical diagnosis in this year consists of recitations 
~ 
and, later, of practical work. A large part of the practical worl{ in 
this year is devoted to the study of normal conditions, but in the latter 
part of the year the more common diseased conditions are shown in 
order to emphasize the importance of a knowledge of the normal in 
recognizing the departures from the normal. 
1'J•ird Yem·.-The work in the third year includes recitations in 
medicine from a standard text-book, the continuation of the physical 
diagnosis begun in the second year, a course in history r ecording and 
&ymptomatology, elementary hospital clinics and, in addition, lecture 
and recitation work in the special branches of medicine, including 
neurology, mental diseases, pediatrics, tropical medicine, hygiene, 
medical jurisprudence and toxicology. 
The recitations in the third year cover the entire subject of medi-
cine, emphasis being laid on the el'sentials of etiology, pathology, symp-
toms, prognosis, diagnosis and treatment of the more common and 
important diseases. 
Physical diagnosis in the third year is essentially practical and is 
conducted in sections, thereby enabling the individual student to be-
come familiar with the various methods of physical diagnosis by actual 
practice. 
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The cotu;se of lectures and recitations on history r ecord ing and 
symptomatology is designed to acquaint the student with the general 
principles upon which the subject of medicine is founded. The course 
is as practical as possible and is supplemented by the elementary 
clinics. 
The elementary hospital clinics are designed to instruct the stu-
dent in the methods of investigating disease at the bedside; in the 
manner oE interpreting properly the various manifestations; in the 
principles of diagnosis; and in the indications for and methods of ap-
plying clinical therapeutics. 
The lectures and recitations in the special branches are given in 
this year to prepare the student for the clinical work in these subjects 
during the fourth year. They are conducted by the special professors 
and instructors of the various subjects. 
Fourtb Year.-The work in the fourth year consists of lectures 
on selected subjects in general medicine; of case history work; of am-
phitheater clinics; of ward work in sections in the Mary Fletcher and 
Fanny Allen Hospitals; of conferences in cooperation with the Chair 
of Surgery and also in cooperation with the Chair of Pathology; and of 
clinical instruction by general clinics and ward work in the special 
branches of medicine. 
The lectures in this year are mainly discussions of the diagnosis, 
differential diagnosis, prognosis, and the general and special manage-
ment of the various diseases, and are so far as is possible, illustrated 
by charts, diagrams, models and pathological material. 
The case history work consists of the study of a series of selected 
case histories illustrative of the diseases considered in the lecture 
course. This course is utilized to teach the student to make a diagno-
sis, give the prognosis and suggest the treatment of a case of which 
the data are known. 
The amphitheatre clinics are held in the amphitheatre of the Mary 
Fletcher Hospital. At these clinics the students read written histories 
of cases which they have previously studied in the wards of the hos-
pital or elsewhere. They are required to demonstrate their findings 
upon the patient, and are questioned before the class upon the various 
factors of the case, including its management. 
!, 
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The ward worl( in the hospitals is cond ucted in small sections 
t hroughout the year under the supervision of the Professor of Clinical 
Medicine, the students being under the immediate charge of the in-
structors in clinical medicine. For the details of thi s work see the 
statement of the work in clinical medicine. 
The laboratory work in connection with the cases seen in the ward 
work as well as in the cases in the general clinics will be an important 
part of this course, and is under the immediate charge of the Assistant 
Professor of Clinical Pathology. 
A few cases are shown in cooperation with the Professor of Sur-
gery, in order to present the value of both medical and s urgical points 
of view in selected cases. 
The conferences in cooperation with the Chair of Pathology depend 
on the number of autopsies. The clinical features of t he case are ex-
plained and the clinical diagnosis is made previous to the perform-
ance of the post-mortem, wh ich is conducted under the direction of th e 
Professor of Pathology. 
The clinical work in the special subjects of medicine is given under 
the direction of the professors of those subjects. Detail ed informa-
tion of those courses is given under separate beadings. 
DEPARTMENt OF THERAPEUTICS AND CLINICAL 
MEDICINE 
J Ai\rER N. J ENNE, M. D., 
WALTER J . Donn, M. D., 
Professor of Thm·c~peutics 
C'Zinicaz M edicine. 
Instructor in Racliog?'a1Jhy. 
and 
Cr-rAHLEs K. JoHNSON, M. D., . . . . . . I nstnwt01· in Clinical MecUcine. 
HAnRrs R. W A'.rKrns, B. L. , M. D., . . I nstructor in Clinical Medicine. 
DANIEL A. SHEA, M. D., . . . . . . . . . . I nstructor in Clinical Medicine. 
MA'l'TITEW w. HU NTER, M. D., I nstntctor in Clinical Medicine. 
S'I'EWAR'l' L. GOODRICH, M. D., . .... . Assistant in Clinical M edicine. 
Bmn .J. A. BoJHDAHD, M. D., ..... .. . Assistant in Clinical Medicine. 
A Yi\IER S. c. HILL, M. D., ..... ... . . Assistant in Clinical MecUcine . 
.JoHN H. Donns, M. D., . .......... . Assistant in Clinical Medicine. 
Gmnm: E. LA •roun , M. D., ........ . Assistant in Clinical Meclicine. 
CHARLER N. PERKINS, M. D., . ... , . Assistant 1.n Clinical Medicine. 
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The course of instruction in this department as distinguished from 
pharmacology and therap utics embraces: 
First.-A didactic course of three hours each week during the first 
half of the fourth year, in which a carefully selected list of therapeu-
tic agents is considered in a systematic manner. 
Second.-A course of special therapeutics, the same number of 
days each week for the second half of the fourth year, and, running 
parallel to both, a third course in applied therapeutics, carried on at 
the amphi theatre and wards of the hospitals. In this latter course, 
the class is divided into small sections oE four or five students each. 
These sections visit the hospital, in charge of the Clinical Professor 
or one of h~s assistan ts, four days each week throughout the year, 
where they are required, not only to apply, but to note the effect of 
the application of various therapeutic agents in the treatment of dis-
eases. The result of the quizzes and conferences at these meetings 
constitutes a part of the final rating of the student in his final exami-
nation for the degree. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 
I. Surgery 
JorrN B. WHEELER, A. B., M. D., Professor of S1a-ge?-y. 
LYMAN ALu:N, A. B., M. D., . . . . . . Assistamt Professo1- of Sm'[J P-1'Y· 
.TonN H. WOODRUFF, A. B., M. D., . . InstnLCtor in Sm·gery. 
Instruction in surgery is given by lectures, didactic and clinical, 
by recitations, by section work in the wards, by operations performed 
before the class, by practical demonstrations of the application and 
uses of splints, bandages and other surgical appliances and by opera-
t ions on the cadaver. 
Second Year.-A course of recitations in the principles of surgery 
runs through the second half of the second year. 
'fhird Yenr.-In the third year, further instruction in the same 
subject is given by recitations and lectures. The instruction given in 
this year also includes regional surgery, bandagin g, minor snrgery 
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and fractures and dislocations. Regional surgery is taught by lectures 
~nd by one surgical clinic a week throughout the year. Bandaging 
and minor surgery are taught to the class in sections, particu lar atten-
tion being given to the use of plaster of Paris. Students themselves 
_ apply bandages and practice the different manipulations which ar e 
demonstrated to them. Fractures and dislocations are taught in the 
lecture-room and at the bedside by means of lectures, recitations and 
demonstrations, while the operative treatment of these injuries is 
shown at the surgical clinics. 
Fourth Year.-In the fourth year, further instruction in regional 
su rgery is given by lectures and by two surgical clinics a wee!< through-
out the year. Clinics and lectures on gynecology, genito-urinary sur-
gery and orthopedic surgery are also given. Each student receives 
practical instruction in the administration of anesthetics and in the 
performance of sut:gical operations on the cadaver. 
Operations are performed before the class by Professors Wheeler 
and Tinkham, in the amphitheatre of the Mary Fletcher Hospita l. The 
ample supply of clinical material afforded by this institution enables 
the class to witness operations of every description. Besides witness-
ing operations, students are required to examine patients before the 
class, to announce and defend their diagnoses and to describe in detail 
the treatment which they think appropriate. 
An important item in the fourth year curriculum is lhe practical 
instruction in anesthetization. Each student is required to anesthetize 
several patients, under the direct supervision of the instructor in 
anesthetization. A most valuable familiarity with the method of ad-
ministering anesthetics is thus acquired. 
Operations on the cadaver are performed by the students them-
selves, under the direction of the Professor of Surgery. This course 
includes amputations, excisions, ligation of arteries and operations on 
the head, thorax, abdomen and genito-urinary organs. 
II. Clinical Surgery 
HENRY C. TINKHAM, M. D., ....... . 
LYii[AN ALT.EN, A. B., M. D., -.- .. -
CLmFOR D A. P EARE, M. D., ........ . 
Professor of Olinical S1wgery. 
Inst?·uctm· in Ol·inical S1t?·ge?-1J-
Instnwto?· in Ol-inical lil?wge?·y. 
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GEOIIUE M. SAlllN, B. s., M. D., ... . 
SlllNEY L. MOHlllSON, M. D., ...... . 
JoHN H. DoDDS, M . D., ........... . 
Instn~ctor in OUnica~ S·t~7·gery. 
Instnwtor in Olinica~ Sm·geTy. 
Instr·uetoT in Anesthetization. 
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Clinical Surgery.- The work in this department will consist, first, 
of clinics in general surgery; secondly, of clinics in special surgical 
subjects; and, thirdly, of ward work at the Mary Fletcher and Fanny 
Allen Hospitals. 
The general surgical clinics are conducted by Professors Tinkham 
and Wheeler and the special clinics by the professors of the special 
subjects. Patients operated upon at these clinics are examined by a 
small section of tlie class, who are required to write the history of the 
case, make a diagnosis and advise in regard to surgical procedure. At 
the operation the conditions found are explained, diagnosis discussed 
and the pathological material from the case is referred to the section 
of students to examine. The students also observe the patients from 
day to day while they remain in the hospital. The case history and 
all laboratory examinations are done under the supervision of a clini-
cal assistant and are made a part of the record of the class. 
The class is divided into small sections for ward work in the 
Ma ry Fletcher and Fanny Allen Hospitals. Sections are assigned to 
these hospitals daily during the fourth year, where they study disease 
at the bedside. The examination of these patients by the students con-
sists of history taking, complete physical examinations and such lab-
oratory examinations as are indicated. The student is required to 
make a diagnosis and suggest treatment in each case. The work is 
made as nearly lil{e the examination and treatment of private patients 
as is possible. They watch the care and treatment of the patients who 
have been operated upon in the clinics, and also malte examinations 
aud diagnoses of general surgical cond itions. The work is all done 
under the personal supervision of the Professor of Clinical Surgery 
and his assistants. All laboratory work, including the examination 
of blood, pus, and tissues removed at operations, is conducted under 
the personal supervision of the Assistant Professor of Clinical Pathology. 
Cases are assigned so that the student may watch the course of a 
case during its enti re hospital stay. In this way the student who 
examines a patient ancl makes a diagnosis sees the operation per-
) 
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fo rmed, which may verify his diagnosis or not, and then practically 
has the care of the patient during his entire convalescence. 
Special emphasis in this course is la id on the diagnosis or surgical 
condit ions an d the care of patients following surgical operations. 
A system of r ating students in th is subj ect will be introduced, the 
marks being incorpora ted in the general rating in surgery. 
DEPARTME~ OF OBSTETRICS 
ALBEH'l' F. A. Krnu, M. D., LL. D., . Professor ot Obstetrics. 
PaTtucK E. McSwEENEY, M. D., . . . . Assistant Protess01· of Obstet1·ics. 
0 Lli'EH N. EAs·nrAN, M. D., . . . . . . . Instntctor in Obstet1·ics. 
Instruction in obstetrics is begun in the third year and continues 
t hrough the fourth year. It consists of lectures, recitations, demon· 
strations upon the manikin, and practical maternity work at the bed· 
side. 
During tl1e tltinl year, the anatomy of t he female pelvis and r e-
productive organs; t he processes of ovulation, menstruation, and de· 
velopment of t he ovum in normal p1'egnancy; normal labor and its 
management are taught. Practical instruction is given in abdominal 
palpation, auscultation , and pelvimetry. During this year a course 
on t he manikin is given by which the mechanism of the several pres· 
entations is demonstrated and their treatment explained. The vari· 
ous methods of version and the use of forceps are also illustrated 
upon the manikin. 
During the fourth year, lectures and demonstrations a re continued, 
abnormalities and complications a re considered and each student is 
expected to attend one or more cases of labor under the s upervision of 
a clinical instructor. 
·COLLEGE OF MEDf lNE 
DEPARTMENT OF HYGIENE AND PREVENTIVE 
MEDICINE 
CrrARLES S. CAVJJ:ULY, A. B., M. D., . . Professor ot Hygiene. 
BT ' ,TTAl\1 H. STONE, M. D., . . . . . . . . P1·atessor Of Bactm·iology . 
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.ToFHA u Wir.T.TAU VoTJi:Y, C. E., Sc. D., Prof essor of Sanitm·y EnginPering. 
Instruction will be given the fourth year students in hygiene and . 
preventive med icine. Detailed instruction will be given in the follow-
ing subjects: 
Vital statistics, foo<l and drugs, general house saultntiou, includ-
ing not on ly hou se san itation but also the sanitary requirements of 
school houses and other publi.c bui ldings, water supplies, sewage dis· 
posal, dairy sanitation and mi lk, industrial and camp sani tation. 
Epidemiology.-Particular attention will be given to the epidemi-
ology of disease. The steadily increasing number of preventable dis-
eases gives the latter subject increasing importance. Considerable 
time will therefore be devoted to this subject. 
llacteriology.-Professor B. H. Stone will also instruct the class 
in bacteriology, as this s ubject is related to preventive medicine. 
Sauitary E ng ineering.-Professor J. W. Votey will give several 
lectures on the engineering features of hygi ene-water filtrat ion, sew-
age disposal and ventilation. 
Quarantin e and Di infection.-Arrangements have been made with 
the Health Offi cer of Burlington whereby sections of the senior class 
n.ay be given practical instruction in the diagnosis and quarantine of 
contagious diseases and the fumigation of infected premises. 
'fhe Laborator y of Hygiene of the State Board of Health will be 
uti li zed for practical instruction in water, m ilk, food an d drug analyses. 
It will be the aim of this department to familiarize the s tudent 
wilh the present clay problems of preventiv_e medici ne, as these directly 
a!Tect the medical practitioner, as well as the health official. 
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS OF MEDICINE 
. AND SURGERY 
GYNECOLOGY 
PATRICK E. McSwEENEY, M. D., . . . . P?·ofessor of G1Jnecolo{J1;. 
GEORGE M. SABr , B. S ., M. D., . . . . Instnteto1· in Gynecology, 
Gynecology is taught during the third and fourth years by means 
of lectures, recitations, clini cs and ward work. 
During the third year, lectures and recitations ar e continued 
throughout the session, students are taught the principles of gynecol-
ogy, the pathology of gynecological diseases, diagnosis and indications 
for treatment or operation. 
During the fourth year, instruction is continued by means of 
cl ini cs and practical work in the wards. The senior class is divided 
into small sections fo r ward work; they exam ine patients, make diag-
noses, and suggest treatment. They are required to keep a complet 
hi story of each case. 
There are two hours of clinic each week where the various opera-
tions in gynecology are performed. Especial attention is- given to the 
consideration of lacerations, the influence these have on th e pelv ic 
viscera, the reflex symptoms caused, and the principles in volv rl in 
their proper repair. 
NEUROLOGY 
FREflERICK W. SEARS, A. M., M. D., . . Professor of Nem·ozogy. 
The third year worl\ will c~nsi st of lectures or recitatious from a 
text-book throughout the session. 
Dm·ing the fourth yeat·, a course of instruction consisting of 
didactic and clinical lectures will be given. By the kindly coopern-
tion of th e physicians of' the city anrl s urronnrl ing country, fl. large 
number of clini Pal Pases h::ts always been obtain able. 
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MENTAL DISEASES 
Wa'l 'SON L. WassoN, M. D., . . . . . . . . PTot essor ot M ental Diseases. 
Lcctnrm;.-A course of lectures will be given, partly didactic, 
1mrlly clinical. In these lectures principles of normal psyehology will 
be briefly discussed in order that morbid manifestations may be the 
more easily apprehended. 
Cliui cs.-Methods of examination of patients will be taught in the 
clinics, and instruction given for the commitment of the insane. 
PEDIATRICS 
G DFREY R. PISEK, B. S., M. D., . . . P·rofesSO'I' of PediatTics . 
CuAau :s K. JoHN SON, M. D., . . . . . . I nstnwto1· in PecZ'iatT·ics. 
Third year work w.ill consist of recitations on the normal infant 
and child; history faldng and recording; the general development of 
children. Also preliminary recitation work on the diseases of infancy 
and childhood.-Dr. Johnson. 
A full course of lectures on this important branch of medicine will 
be given during the fourth year, and will embrace the following: 
Course I.- Lectures supplemented by c]jnical instruction in the 
diagnosis, physical signs and treatment of children.-Prof. Pisek and 
Dr. Johnson. 
Co ur c IL-Practical instruction on the cadaver in intubation, 
t racheotomy and lumbar puncture.-Prof. Pisel{ and Dr. Johnson. 
Course III.-Special attention is given to practical instruction in 
lhe modification of milk for the artificial feed ing of infants.-Prof. 
Piselc. 
Course IV.-Clinics at the Orphan Asylum and institutions for 
ehildren of the city, are available th rough the attending physicians 
who are members of the Facu lty. The class, in sections, studies cases 
under cond itions unattainable in a dispensary.-Prof. Pisek and Dr. 
Johnson. 
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DISEASES OF THE EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT 
MAll:SllALL C. 'l'wrrcHELL, M . D., . . • Prot esso1· ot Diseases ot Ijlye, ElaT, 
Nose and ~ 'hroat . 
Course I .-Didactic lectures and recitations wil l be given to stu-
dents of the third year. 
Co urse H .-The teaching will be clinical during the fourth year 
and clinics will be held twice a week during the first ha lf-year, at 
which the class, in sections, will study all the ordinary diseases in this 
department and witness its more important operations. 
GENITO· URINARY DISEASES 
Wi\1. W AllilEN 'l'owNSENJJ, M. D., . . . Protesso1· of Genito-U1·inary D ·is-
eases. 
The cou rse in this branch of surgery is given during the third and 
fourth years. It is designed to instruct the student in the diagnosis 
and treatment of syphilis and the diseases of the genito-urinary tract. 
Dul'iug the th.inl year systematic lectures are given to prepare the 
stud ent for clinical worl< which is taught in the fourth year. 
'l'he fourth year work is whol ly clini cal, consisting of amphi thea-
tre clinics and ward and dispensary work. In the amphitheatre clinics 
the student sees all of the important operations in this special branch 
of surgery. The ward and dispensary work, which is done with small 
sections of the class, is utilized to instruct the student in the use of 
the diagnostic genito-urinary apparatus and in the detai ls of the ex-
am ination and treatment of patients. 
COLLEGE OF MEJDICINE 
DERMA TO LOGY 
CHAHLES A. Pl!:l'ERS, M. D., . . . . . . . . P1·ot essor ot D ermatology. 
CliAUL~s F. DALTO.:\', M . D., . . . . . . . . Instnbctor in D ennatology. 
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Lectures and Clinics.-The course of instruction on diseases of 
the skin will consist as far as possible of theatre clinics upon cases 
presenting themselves for treatment. This will be sui)plemented by a 
series of didactic lectures upon the less common forms of disease. The 
course will include the cutaneous lesions of syphilis and will be illus-
trated by photographs and colored plates. 
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
FREDERICK H. ALBEE, A . B., M. D., . . P1·otessor of 01·thopedic Swrgery. 
WrLL.IAl\I STICJJ:NEY, M. D., . . . . . . . . Inst1·uctm· in O?·thozJedic Stwgery . 
The course of instruction in orthopedic surgery will consist of 
lectures, recitations and clinics. 
During the third year lectures and recitations will continue 
throughout the year. The instruction will include principles of ortho-
pedics together with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the 
bones and joints. 
During the fourtlt year a course of clinical lectures wi ll be given; 
both the mechanical and operative treatment of deformities will be 
carefully demonstrated. 
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE 
J. E. CusHMAN, EsQ., . . . . . . . . . . . . Protess01· ot M edical J tbrisp7·u-
dence. 
Lectnrcs.-This course of lectures, designed to instruct only in 
such matters as are essential to the medical practitioner, will treat of 
tbe right to practice medicine ancl surgery; the right to compensation; 
the degree of skill the practitioner must possess; his amenability to 
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the criminal law ; the return of bi r ths, deaths and contagious diseases; 
confidential communications from patients ; medico-legal autopsies and 
reports thereon; whether death IS the result of natural or violent 
causes ; iclentifica lion of mutilated remains; the right to certain dead 
bodies for anatomical purposes; medical and expert testimony; insan-
ily, mental capacity, and judicial toxicological investigations. 
TROPICAL MEDICINE 
MAJOll JAMES s. WILSON, M . D., 
U. S. A., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P1·ot esso1· at T'·rop·ical ilif.edicine. 
Lccturm;.- During the session of 1912-13, a course of lectures on 
tropical medicine will be g iven by Major J . S. Wilson, Med ical Corps, 
U. S. Army, supplemented by microsCOJlic slides and pathological speci-
mens from the College Laboratory and the Army Medical Museum, 
Washington, D. C. 
TEXT=BOOKS AND BOOKS OF REFERENCE 
Jinc~tomy-
'rext-books-Piersol, Gray, Cunn ingham, Gerrish, Campbell. 
Practical Anatomy-Cunningham's Practical Anatomy, Hol-
den's Anatomy. 
Collateral Reading-Morris, Quain, Sabotta and McMw-rich. 
Bacte?·iology-Abbott, Williams, Jordan, McFarland, Park and Wil-
liams, Hiss and Zenkler . 
Chemist?·y-Witthaus's Manual, 6th edi t ion, Riggs's Laboratory 
1anual, Remsen 's Organic Chemistry, Simon's Physiological Chem-
istry, Halliburton's Chemical Physiology, Purely's Urinary An alysis, 
Saxe's E xamination of Urine, Austin's Clinical Chemistry. 
Clinical MicToscopy-Simon, Wood, Faught, Boston, Todd , Em-
erson. 
D e?·matology- Stelwagon , Hyde, Crocker, Jackson, Morris and 
Wall{er. 
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Dicl'ionaTy of Medicine-Gould, Dorland, Dunglison, Duane, Cat-
tell, Stedman's. 
Embryology-Heisler, McMurrich, Bailey, Miller and Minot. 
Genito-u1·inary Diseases-Keyes, Watson and Cunningham, and 
casper. 
G1Jnecology-Crossen's Diseases of Women, Hirst's Text-Book on 
Diseases of Women, Penrose, Montgomery, Dudley, Garrigue a nrl 
Ashton. 
HistoZogy-Schaeffer, Piersol, Bailey, Stohr, F erguson. 
Hygiene-Harrington, Bergey, Rohe and Robin. 
Laryngology-Coalcley. 
Matm·ia Medica-Muir, Shoemaker, Bartholow, United States Pha r-
macopea and National Formulary. 
Medical Jurisprudence-Witthaus & Beclcer, Taylor, Ordronaux, 
Reese and Chapman. 
Medicine-Kelly's Practice of Medicine. For reference, Osler's, 
Edward s's, Tyson's, Ander s's, Hare's, and Thompson's Practice of Med i-
cine, Bu tl er 's Diagnostics of Internal Medicine, Musser's, vVilson's and 
Anders's and Boston's Medical Diagnosis. 
Neurology-Gowers, Church & Peterson, Starr, Mettler, Dana. 
NeTvous ancl Mental Diseases-Church & Peterson, All en, Starr. 
Obstetrics-Hirst's Obstetrics, Williams's Obstetrics, Edgar 's Ob· 
stetrics, King's Manual. 
Ophthalmology-May, Fuchs. 
01·thopedics-Bradford and Lorett's Orthoped ic Surgery, Whit-
man's Orthopedic Surgery, Taylor 's (H. L.) Orthopedic Surgery. 
Oto logy-Bacon and Wales. 
Pathology-Del afield & Prudden, Adam i; (General), Ziegler, Mc-
Farland, Stengel, and McConnell's Manual. 
PediatTics-
Text-bool\s-Chapin and Pisek's Diseases of Infants and Chil-
dren, Abt's Atlas of the Diseases of Children, Chapin's 
Theory and Practice of Infant Feeding. 
References-Holt's Diseases of Ch ildren, Pfaundler and 
Schlossman's Diseases of Child ren, Carr's Practice of 
Pediatrics. 
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Physical D iagnosis-Cabot's Physical Diagnosis. Fo r reference, 
DaCosta's Physical Diagnosis. 
Phys·iology-Ott, Raymond, Slarling, 'l'igerstedt, Howell, Stewart, 
Hall, and Brubaker. 
P1·ese1·iption W1·iting-Thornton. 
P sychiat?"y-Diefendorf's Clinical Psychiatry, Kraepelin (John-
stone's Translation), Practical Manual of Insanity (Brower-Bannis-
ter). and Mind and lts Disord ers (Stoddar t). 
Su?·gery-
Principles-Nancrede, Senn, Warren. 
General and Regional-Da Costa, Park, Fowler, Keen. 
Operative-Bryant, Bicl(ham, McGrath. 
Minor Surgery and Bandaging-Wharton. 
Fractures and Dislocations-Scudder, Stimson. 
T he1·a1JC1ttics- Hare's System (3 vols.), Hare (1 vol .) 
Officers of the U. V. M. Medical Alumni Association, 1912#13 
P1·csiclent-Dr. W. A. Smith of Springfi eld , Mass. 
Vice-PTesidents-l st, Dr. George M. Fosl{ett of Worcester, Mass.; 2nd, 
Dr. Frederick C. Kinney of Greensboro, Vt.; 3rd, Dr. J . F. 
Blanchard of Newport, Vt.; 4th, Dr. Arthu r 0 . Morton of St. Al-
bans, Vt.; 5tb, Dr. George H. Parmenter of Montpelier, Vt. 
Secreta?"1J·'l'?·easuTeT-Dr. Frederick Kinney Jacl{son of Burlington , VL. 
E:reru. l ive Gornm"ittee-Dr. F rederick W. Sears, Dr. Ernest H. But tles, 
Dr. Dani el A. Shea, a nd Dr. Laurie B. Morrison. 
THE MARY FLETCHER HOSPITAL. 
